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SEANAD ÉIREANN

————

Déardaoin, 11 Márta 2004.
Thursday, 11 March 2004.

————

Chuaigh an Cathaoirleach i gceannas ar
10.30 a.m.

————

Paidir.
Prayer.

————

Business of Seanad.

An Cathaoirleach: I have received notice from
Senator Terry that, on the motion for the
Adjournment of the House today, she proposes
to raise the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Foreign Affairs
to initiate or support a resolution regarding
China’s ongoing appalling human rights record
in Tibet at the UN Human Rights Commission
in Geneva.

I regard the matter raised by the Senator as
suitable for discussion on the Adjournment and
it will be taken at the conclusion of business.

Order of Business.

Ms O’Rourke: The Order of Business is No. 1,
motion concerning the referral to the Joint
Committee on Finance and the Public Service of
the subject matter of No. 19 on today’s Order
Paper. It concerns data protection regulations.
Sometimes I do no know whether I should read
the accompanying explanation and be accused
that it is on the Order Paper or not read it and
be accused of being sparse. The item will be taken
without debate.

Mr. Ryan: The Leader will be accused either
way.

Ms O’Rourke: That is true. No. 2 is the Garda
Sı́ochána Bill 2004 — Second Stage (resumed) to
conclude not later than 12 noon, with the
contributions of Members not to exceed ten
minutes and Members may share time, and the
Minister will be called upon to reply no later than
ten minutes before the conclusion of Second
Stage; and No. 3 is the Civil Liability and Courts
Bill 2004 — Order for Second Stage and Second
Stage to be taken on the conclusion of No. 1 at
12 noon until 2.30 p.m., with the contributions of
spokespersons not to exceed 15 minutes, those of
other Senators not to exceed ten minutes and
Members may share time.

Mr. B. Hayes: We have all heard of the
appalling tragedy in Madrid this morning in
which more than 80 people have been killed and
many hundreds injured. I am sure I speak on
behalf of all here in sending condolences to the
Spanish Government and people on this terrible
act of terrorism. The Spanish people have had to
resist the forces of neo-nationalism, as have we
and the British, for the past 30 years. It is the
darker side of Europe, and we as holders of the
European Presidency and the Taoiseach in
particular as President of the European Union
should send our condolences and join with them
in unity in opposing this terrorism. It will not
defeat European democracy.

On a separate matter, the Government
yesterday mooted a proposal to bring forward a
constitutional referendum on the issue of
protection for non-nationals who arrive here
immediately prior to giving birth. Does the
Leader agree that we should proceed with great
caution on this matter? We have in the past tied
ourselves in knots by amending our Constitution
in ways that the Supreme Court has then changed
and re-worked. The Government’s haste in this
matter is not wise. Yesterday, the Minister for
Justice, Equality and Law Reform held initial
consultations with the Opposition parties on this.
Would the Leader, who has experience of
working in various Departments over the past 20
years, agree that it is necessary to decouple this
issue from the forthcoming local and European
elections? We do not want a divisive debate
simultaneous with elections for the European
Parliament and local authorities. It would be
wrong of the Government or any politician to
foist such a debate on the people. We should
proceed with caution, examine the Government’s
proposal and consider it in the context of all the
facts.

I am alarmed to hear that the masters of the
maternity hospitals who went to see the Minister
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform some time
ago have said that he is misrepresenting and
exaggerating what they said to him at that
meeting. They did not seek a legislative change
on this issue but spoke about the question of
health and humanitarian provision. If we are to
proceed with this debate let it be full and honest
and not misrepresent what people say. We have
caused problems for ourselves, particularly for
example on the abortion issue, by making
amendments to the Constitution which, we have
regretted because they were unenforceable.

Mr. O’Toole: We should debate that issue at
some other stage. This is not the correct way to
start it, before we see the proposals. I do not
believe that the masters of the hospitals said that
the Minister misrepresented them. I did not hear
them say that.

Ms O’Meara: They did.
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Mr. O’Toole: That is why need to see this in
writing. Members on both sides of the House
have agreed that we need a regulated system. I
have criticised the Government more than most
on this issue but we should look at the proposals
first and then deal with them.

I fully support Senator Brian Hayes’s point and
ask that the House would formally express to the
Government our view that we should convey our
condolences to the Spanish people. It is also time
for us to step back and recognise what has been
achieved on this island in recent years through
the Good Friday Agreement. Until recently
stories such as we have heard from Madrid came
from this island and we should remind ourselves
of that, whatever the rows over advances in the
peace process.

We should also commit ourselves to demo-
cratic structures, and legal and constitutional
means of dealing with these issues. The occur-
rences at Guantanamo Bay where people are
being held without regard to human rights,
without justice or access to legal support flies in
the face of the beliefs of everyone in this House
and gives oxygen to terrorists. This is what they
need to justify themselves publicly. The Irish
Presidency should make known its views on that
issue to the American Government, perhaps not
publicly but it should be done. It does not help
those of us on this side of the Atlantic to see the
trampling of rights of those held in detention
without trial.

I would like a debate on the report published
yesterday by the Marine Casualty Investigation
Board, which covered most of the deaths at sea
over the past five or six years. These included
accidents involving the pleasure boat and work
boat in Dublin Bay, the Spanish trawler that went
aground in Dingle Harbour and the trawler Áine
in Donegal. These issues affect many
constituencies. The vessel involved in the incident
in Dingle Harbour was seen not to comply with
Irish manning and technical requirements and the
same was true of the incident in Tarbert. As I
have previously stated in the House, flags of
convenience are causing all sorts of problems.
There is a range of material in this area that
needs to be discussed. We only ever talk about it
following a particular accident. We now have an
opportunity to discuss all the recommendations,
which are sensible and non-political. We all have
a vested interest in getting this right for the sake
of safety at sea.

Mr. Ryan: The Labour Party fully supports the
views of our colleagues on the appalling atrocity
in Spain. While I do not want to push the
Cathaoirleach’s indulgence, we should invite a
party, with Members in the Oireachtas, to clarify
whether it still invites honorary guests from the
political wing of ETA to its Ard-Fheiseanna.

Mr. Norris: Hear, hear.

Mr. Ryan: Recently I had the misfortune to
hear an Oireachtas Member attempting to justify
on the radio the assassination of a 79 year old
man, who happened to be part of the British
aristocracy, while on holidays in Sligo some years
ago. While I am normally fairly well able to
handle such comments, it was among the most
repulsive things I have heard from an Oireachtas
Member. On this matter I am in full support of
the Taoiseach. Having observed what happened
in Spain, we need to get absolute clarity. A
political party in the State is using the dangling
of further concessions on arms to keep itself in
the political headlines and we need to see an end
to that.

Mr. B. Hayes: Hear, hear.

Mr. Ryan: The Government proposes to hold
a referendum on citizenship. On 17 February the
Taoiseach told my party leader that the
Government had no proposal to hold a
referendum to change the Constitution in this
regard. On 20 April 1998 he informed my then
party leader that no legislation would be
proposed by the Government to the Oireachtas,
which imposes restrictions on the entitlement to
Irish nationality and citizenship of persons born
in Ireland.

Wearing my engineer’s hat, the first thing to do
with a problem is to define it precisely. We in the
Opposition are entitled to know what precisely is
the problem. When we hear senior
representatives of maternity hospitals at the very
least questioning the Minister’s reasoning and
when others who have served on the boards of
these hospitals tell me that the proportion of
asylum seekers coming to their hospitals is
reducing in recent times, I am entitled to ask
whether there is a coincidence of timing between
this proposal being floated and the election on 11
June. If there were such a connection, it would
represent a desperately cynical move on the part
of the Government.

While there may be a problem to be addressed,
it deserves to be dealt with dispassionately and
calmly. The Opposition is entitled to hard
information explaining how this arose so that we
do not get involved in a referendum campaign in
which dreadful things would be done and in
which certain people in some political parties will
again get carte blanche to say the sort of stuff they
said during the general election.

Yesterday in the Dáil, the Taoiseach
announced that the Government would not
proceed with the fundamental proposal of the
task force on emigration and would not establish
an agency to provide services for the Irish abroad.
He also let it be known that no money on the
scale proposed would be made available. Given
that we have had so much talk about the tragedy
of elderly Irish people abroad and that the
country is not that hard up, this is a dreadful
decision. I wish to move an amendment to the
Order of Business that No. 20, motion No. 23, on
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the Order Paper in the names of the Labour
Party and Fine Gael Senators be taken at the
commencement of business today.

The Government produced a paper on the
working time directive and how it affects hospital
doctors at a European Council meeting, without
having presented it to the Members of the
Oireachtas. I thought we had moved beyond the
days of secretive meetings in Brussels to change
the rules. As we are entitled to see this, I ask the
Leader to seek a copy of the paper the
Government submitted.

A topic raised in the media yesterday was the
apparent perpetual shipping of Irish waste to
anywhere we can find a fool in Europe to accept
it. I was most upset by the Environmental
Protection Agency being quoted as stating: “If
this second attempt to ship illegal waste abroad
was found to be deliberate, then there should be
a prosecution.” I expect more from our
Environmental Protection Agency than that sort
of lily-livered statement. Of course it was
deliberate and we are making fools of ourselves.
This incident involved local authority waste
supposedly going for recycling and they are
looking for a dump somewhere in Europe. We
are being disgraced in Europe by our attitude to
waste.

Mr. Minihan: I join previous speakers in
referring to the tragic events in Spain this
morning. I endorse the comments that we should
pass on our condolences. A certain so-called
democratic political party has an association with
the elements committing such atrocities in Spain.
Inviting their political representatives to attend
the party’s Ard-Fheis in Dublin flies in the face of
everything we are trying to achieve and is further
evidence of the backhanded approach that a so-
called democratic party has to serious efforts to
bring peace not only to this country but to all
democratic states. The people need to face up to
its association with political parties that try to
undermine democracy. The time has come for us
to stop walking on eggshells around these people
and tell them it is not acceptable and never will
be. I endorse Senator Ryan’s comments.

I support Senator O’Toole’s call for a debate
on the report of the Marine Casualty
Investigation Board. We must reflect on this
matter and bring in line legislation governing
activities involving pleasure craft in particular.
With the amount of new pleasure craft used off
our shores during the summer months, we are
very fortunate to have had so few tragedies. A
debate could highlight the issues and would be
useful to future legislation.

The proposed referendum on citizenship will
need to be handled very carefully and we need
an open debate. If it is not fully explained and
justified, there is a danger that the scandalous
racist comments made during the last general
election will be repeated. In the constituency in
which I ran in the general election there were
some outrageous comments and political

hijacking of a race issue. I look forward to a clear
explanation. However, if a referendum is held at
the same time as the local and European
elections, I appeal to all politicians and
candidates not to play the race card. It does a
disservice to politicians, to democracy and to
this country.

Mr. Finucane: I second the amendment. I agree
with Senator Ryan’s condemnation of the
Government’s decision not to set up an agency
for the Irish abroad as recommended in the
report of the task force on emigration. It was
debated recently in the other House where
Deputy Stagg made a very emotional
contribution which was relayed practically in its
entirety on the “Vincent Browne Show”.

Another issue is that St. Patrick’s Day falls next
week and all of the Cabinet Ministers, with the
exception of one, will travel to all parts of the
world. On 18 March there will be disruption of
service not alone in the context of trains and
buses but also of Aer Rianta where six-hour
strikes will take place in airports around the
country. I am not sure what the Minister is doing
about these issues but there is extreme concern
among the public because the tourism season
begins from 17 March onwards and this
disruption will project a very bad image of the
country. I therefore appeal to SIPTU to come
back from the brink on this issue, to engage in
discussions and try to get things moving on the
issues pertinent to bus and train drivers and
airport workers. The matter will not be resolved
by the type of disruption that is planned. An
important EU Presidency meeting is due to take
place and the image this disruption will project
internationally of Ireland will be a very bad one.
There must be a better way of resolving the
matter. I appeal to the Minister to do something
about it at this late stage. This is our last appeal
because the Seanad will not be in session next
week. St. Patrick’s Day will come and go, but the
damage will linger afterwards.

Mr. Leyden: I support the proposal relating to
the atrocity in Madrid. I ask the Leader of the
House to convey to the leader of the upper house
in Spain our deepest regrets. I have visited
Madrid, which is a beautiful city. It is a scandal
that the peace-loving Spanish people have been
affected in this manner.

I mentioned to the Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law Reform my view that it would
be wrong to have a referendum on 11 June and
to confuse the issue with the European and local
elections.

Mr. U. Burke: Is the Senator accepting there
is confusion?

Mr. Leyden: This issue has been around for a
very long time, and I do not believe it is that
urgent. We are well aware of the situation that
has arisen. Quite frankly——
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An Cathaoirleach: We cannot have a debate on
this now. Many Senators are offering and some
will be disappointed if we cannot be brief.

Mr. Leyden: Regarding electronic voting, it
would be disastrous to have another ballot on the
machine on the day to cause further confusion.

Mr. U. Burke: Is this for real?

Mr. Leyden: People will be asked to mark X in
the referendum and to vote one, two, three and
so on in the elections. It will be disastrous if this
issue becomes a race issue and certain candidates
latch on to the possibility and potential of raising
fears in some areas to garner votes. I want to
make clear — I have already conveyed my view
to the Minister — that we will have enough on
our plates on 11 June.

Mr. B. Hayes: The Government certainly has
too much on its plate.

An Cathaoirleach: The Senator has made his
point adequately.

Mr. Leyden: This issue should be put aside. It
would also provide an opportunity to use the
machines again this year. It would be very
convenient to have a referendum in the autumn
or next year.

Furthermore, on a point of order — and you as
Cathaoirleach would desire proper decorum
here-——

An Cathaoirleach: What is the point of order?

Mr. Leyden: Regarding the naming of a person
outside this House——

An Cathaoirleach: That is not in order. We will
not reopen that matter.

(Interruptions).

Mr. Leyden: He attended the Fianna Fáil Ard-
Fheis as an observer.

An Cathaoirleach: The Senator should resume
his seat.

Mr. Leyden: So did the British ambassador. He
is not a member of Fianna Fáil, as far as I know.

An Cathaoirleach: Please resume your seat. I
am calling Senators Norris and Terry.

Mr. Norris: I join with other Senators in
expressing horror and revulsion at the massacre
in Madrid. I heard on the radio on my way here
that there are 125 dead and the number is rising.
I had intended to raise the excellent point raised
by Senator Ryan. In the other House there are
representatives of Sinn Féin, which has an armed
wing, the IRA. I would very much like to hear
them now condemn their former allies, members

of which were honoured guests at the time when
they were also committing these atrocities at their
ard-fheiseanna.

I would like also to comment on the proposal
of the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform, Deputy McDowell. He is being treated
a little unfairly, because the masters of the
hospitals visited him. One does not visit the
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform to
ask for extra funding in the health area. The
reason one goes to such a Minister is to seek
some amendment in the law. I speak as someone
who has consistently supported the rights of
asylum seekers, immigrants, and various people,
so I do not believe I could be accused of being
racist. Again, I would like to hear Sinn Féin
people speak on this because they represent areas
where it is not politically advantageous for them
to take an honourable stand. Let them come out
on the race issue as well. However, it is not
humanly good for people to place their unborn
children at risk by flying into this country when
they are almost in labour. That is wrong and the
matter should be examined.

A matter I have raised previously and on which
I have again requested a debate in the area of
foreign affairs is the dreadful situation in which
we are placed by American action. Within about
24 hours of their arrival in Britain four or five
people, who were supposed to be world terrorists
threatening the entire planet, were released. They
were kept in cages, tortured, denied their human,
legal and civil rights. Does the Taoiseach, Deputy
Bertie Ahern, still propose to travel to Kerry in
early summer to lick George Bush’s backside in
these circumstances?

An Cathaoirleach: That is unparliamentary
language and should not be used.

Mr. Norris: Which word is unparliamentary,
“Taoiseach”, “Ahern” or “backside”?

An Cathaoirleach: That is worse. The Senator
should withdraw his remark. The Order of
Business is being delayed and Senators will be
disappointed. Will the Senator withdraw his
remark?

Mr. Norris: Is the Cathaoirleach referring to
the word “backside”?

An Cathaoirleach: Yes.

Mr. Norris: I will withdraw the word
“backside” and replace it with the word
“posterior”.

An Cathaoirleach: I am asking the Senator to
withdraw the entire phrase.

Mr. Norris: I am sorry, I cannot hear you, a
Chathaoirligh.
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An Cathaoirleach: Senator Norris, I want you
to withdraw the entire phrase; you probably
know what you said.

Mr. Norris: Could I suggest that the Taoiseach
find a more suitable way of humiliating himself
than the one described above, which comment I
now withdraw?

An Cathaoirleach: The Senator has withdrawn
the remark. I call Senator Glynn. We have only
six minutes left for about ten speakers.

Mr. Glynn: I will not delay very long. I join
with the other Members who rightly condemned
the atrocity in Madrid. I had a call this morning
from my wife to inform me of the atrocity. We
have a son teaching there who uses public
transport and there was great consternation in my
family until we made contact. He is all right, but
we are lucky. What about others whose relatives
will not be there to answer the call? This was an
outrageous attack on humanity and I utterly
condemn it.

11 o’clock

Ms O’Meara: I too wish to add my voice to the
comments condemning the atrocity in Madrid.
Will the Leader seek from the Tánaiste and

Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment early clarification on
the issue of the European working

time directive, specifically in terms of how it
applies to junior doctors? Will she also inquire
from the Minister of Health and Children about
the state of negotiations with the IMO and junior
doctors? This matter relates not only to such
doctors but also to hospitals throughout the
country and the patients who use them.

I support the amendment to the Order of
Business proposed by Senator Ryan.

Mr. Lydon: I remind the Leader of the request
from Senator Tuffy for a debate on pornography.
Perhaps she could make time available for such
a debate.

I also wish to express my revulsion at the
events in Madrid. Members of the European
Parliament stood for a minute’s silence this
morning. I know that the rules of the House are
strict but, given the horrendous nature of this act,
perhaps we could do the same.

Mr. U. Burke: On 1 March the Minister for the
Environment, Heritage and Local Government
introduced a worthwhile service in the form of
on-line motor vehicle taxation. Unfortunately,
this service is open to abuse. Will the Leader
make immediate contact with the Minister and
his Department urging them to close off the
loophole whereby a person who wants to enter
bogus details of their insurance can do so and
receive a legitimate tax certificate for their
vehicle in return? All one needs is access to the
Internet, a laser or credit card and the special pin
number and details of one’s insurance. The
Minister was probably not aware, in the rush to

introduce the service, that a person can enter
details of their insurance which are not accurate
and are, in fact, bogus. Approximately \720
million is collected by the Department in vehicle
taxation and it is important that we should ensure
that uninsured persons would not be allowed to
drive on the roads through use of this facility.

Ms Terry: I join others in expressing
condemnation of the atrocity in Madrid this
morning. Like Senator Glynn, I have a son living
in Spain although he does not reside in Madrid.
My family is looking forward to attending a
wedding in Spain this summer. It was with great
sorrow that I heard about this morning’s atrocity
and the number of deaths involved. I extend my
sympathy to the Spanish people.

Like other Members, I urge caution upon the
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform in
respect of his proposals to restrict citizenship
rights for children of foreign nationals. As a
number of previous speakers stated, this is a
matter about which we must be extremely careful.
We do not want it to be dealt with in conjunction
with the local and European elections and I ask
that the Minister delay the referendum to a later
date in order that further discussion can take
place.

Mr. Bannon: Will the Leader invite the
Minister for Health and Children to come before
the House for a debate on the Irish psychiatric
service’s most recent report which was published
by the mental health research division of the
health research board? That report highlights a
number of matters of concern such as, for
example, the number and rate of admissions to
psychiatric services and the number of people
with intellectual disorders in psychiatric
institutions. It also highlights the condition of the
buildings at many psychiatric institutions which
belong to another era. What is alarming about the
report is the finding that many people have been
admitted in recent years for alcohol disorders.
The numbers of such admissions are among the
highest in Europe. This is a matter of concern and
we should have a debate on it.

I am delighted that Senator Leyden proposed
a vote on no confidence in the e-voting system.

Mr. Leyden: I did not.

Mr. Bannon: Do I detect a change of heart by
the Government on this issue?

Mr. Coghlan: I am sure the Leader is aware
that there is still a great deal of confusion
regarding the situation in our hospitals. Will she
invite the Minister for Health and Children to
come before the House to clarify the situation
regarding local hospitals? We were informed last
weekend that 24-hour cover will be provided but
I have not met anyone — consultants, GPs, etc.
— who believes that. As Senator Ryan, from his
expertise in the area of engineering, stated, we
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[Mr. Coghlan.]
need to define the problem and address it
properly. We must be informed as to the exact
situation.

Mr. Browne: RTE will broadcast a
documentary on President McAleese in the near
future. That is inappropriate, particularly in view
of the fact that this is an election year, because it
gives an unfair advantage to one person.

An Cathaoirleach: We have no control over
what RTE broadcasts.

Mr. Browne: RTE has been very selective in
what it has——

An Cathaoirleach: Does the Senator have a
question for the Leader? The House has no
control over RTE.

Mr. Browne: Perhaps the Leader will
communicate my concerns to the Minister for
Communications, Marine and Natural Resources.

Mr. Norris: Hear, hear.

Mr. Browne: It is grossly unfair, in an election
year, for a candidate to be the subject of a
documentary.

Will the Leader ask the Minister for the
Environment and Local Government why a
ministerial order has not yet been signed in
respect of the local elections? I have spoken to a
few town clerks who informed me that they have
not yet received such an order. They are not sure
whether 11 June has been formally set as the date
on which the elections should taken place. I agree
with Senators Leyden and Terry about the
confusion that will arise if we have a referendum,
town council, county council and European
elections on the same day.

An Cathaoirleach: There are only a couple of
speakers still offering and if the Senator
continues I will not be able to facilitate them.

Mr. Browne: Will the referendum, if it
proceeds on 11 June, be in the form of a paper
ballot?

Mr. Feighan: I join colleagues in condemning
the callous and heinous atrocity in Madrid, which
has caused many lives to be lost, and in sending
a message of condolence to the Spanish
Government.

We should condemn the neo-nationalists who
recently sent death threats to six Catholic
members of the Craigavon district policing board.
We must stand together to ensure that this latest
wave of intimidation against members of policing
boards in Northern Ireland stops.

Mr. P. Burke: I support Senator O’Toole’s
request for a debate on the MCIB report. Such a
debate would be useful. There is also a need for

a debate on the Government’s position on and
its proposals in respect of the regional fisheries
boards. People are concerned about what will
happen to the boards. A debate on this matter
could be included in that on the MCIB report.

Ms O’Rourke: Senator Brian Hayes referred to
the Madrid atrocity. It was a grievous crime and
we have learned that over 130 people have died.
I understand that the death toll may rise even
further. It would be a matter for the
Cathaoirleach but I ask on behalf of all the
parties that there be a minute’s silence at the end
of the Order of Business. That would be very
appropriate.

Senators: Hear, hear.

An Cathaoirleach: I have no difficulty with the
Leader’s proposal.

Ms O’Rourke: I thank the Cathaoirleach. We
are comrades in Europe with the Spanish and we
have, in historical terms, been comrades with
them for many years. We are also comrades with
them in peace. This was a terrible atrocity.

Senator Brian Hayes also referred to ETA and
the visitors rights accorded to its representatives
when they attend the Ard-Fheis of a particular
party. That is very wrong. This matter, among
others, has led to a change in the way in which
that party is viewed in this country. That is no
harm.

The Senator also raised the matter of a
referendum on children born to asylum seekers
who are present in the country but who do not
hold legal status. He asked that it be decoupled
from the local elections and, given that it is now
mid-March, that there should be a full and open
debate on it before we proceed. In his radio
interview this morning, the Minister, Deputy
McDowell, did not appear to say that the
referendum would definitely be coupled with the
local and European election. He referred to the
expense involved in holding the poll on another
day but he did not say that the referendum would
be held on 11 June. I would not like it to become
an issue coupled with local and European
elections because despite all the warnings we may
give, it will become just that. That is a bigger issue
than the expense of another day at the polls.

Senator O’Toole offered his condolences to the
Spanish people and raised the issue of
Guantanamo Bay. It is terrible that prisoners
could be put in cages and left there for two years
without seeing family or any other visitors. It is
only now that they are getting attention, although
we have debated the issue here. A debate on the
report published by the Marine Casualty
Investigation Board would be interesting for
everybody, and especially the many people from
coastal regions in this House.

Senator Ryan spoke about the ETA
connection at a political Ard-Fheis here. I have
already dealt with the referendum issue which he
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raised. He has moved a motion which deals with
the task force on elderly Irish emigrants,
particularly in the UK. He has also spoken about
the money not being provided. That matter has
been raised by Deputy Gay Mitchell and I
supported him. The Committee on Foreign
Affairs intends to go to London, Birmingham and
Manchester quite soon to meet with them. That
is another day’s work. He also stated that the
House should seek a copy of the paper on the
working time directive. I thought of that when I
read it this morning because we need to know the
changes that are being brought in on the
directive. He also alleges the Environmental
Protection Agency gave a rather weak response
to the issue of disposing waste abroad.

Senator Minihan supported condolences to the
Spanish people and also called for a debate on
the report of the Marine Casualty Investigation
Board. He made a passionate appeal not to use
the proposed referendum on citizenship to play
the race card, if the referendum was coupled with
the local and European elections. However, that
would be blown on the wind if the referendum
was held because people would be inflamed with
their ambitions for being elected. This issue
would be best served on another occasion
although that is a personal opinion.

Senator Finucane spoke about the Irish abroad
and the proposed strike. As Senator O’Toole said
yesterday, I hope the transport strike will not
take place on 18 March and that sense will
prevail. Senator Leyden conveyed sympathy to
the Spanish people as did everyone who spoke. I
understand the Taoiseach spoke by telephone to
Spanish Prime Minister Aznar to convey our
country’s condolences. I intend to call the
Spanish Upper House to convey our sympathies
when I return to my office.

Senator Leyden stated we should not have a
referendum on 11 June. He mentioned someone’s
name which the Cathaoirleach ruled out of order
so I will not mention him again. He was an
observer at the Ard-Fheis.

An Cathaoirleach: I think we have dealt with
that.

Ms O’Rourke: I am aware of that. Senator
Norris raised the issue of asylum seekers and the
issue of Guantanamo Bay. I am sure Senator
Glynn suffered personal anguish this morning
until he got in contact with his son in Madrid
because one would immediately think of one’s
son or daughter being on that train. There must
have been a series of bombs since the House
began in session. Senator O’Meara spoke on the
European working time directive. We will have
to seek clarification on that from the Department
of Enterprise, Trade and Employment. Senator
Lydon spoke about pornography and later
suggested that we should have a minute’s silence
for the victims of the atrocities in Madrid.

Senator Ulick Burke pointed out that there was
a loop-hole with the on-line tax system. It seemed

a great idea that one could sort out one’s tax on-
line but the Senator has identified a loop-hole
and asked the Minister for the Environment,
Heritage and Local Government if it can be
covered. Senator Terry spoke about citizenship
rights and there should be time for a reasoned
debate on the matter. Senator Bannon asked that
a report on alcohol abuse be considered. Senator
Coghlan spoke about health issues and Senator
Browne referred to the fact that there was no
ministerial order on local elections. The local
elections are taking place on 11 June and
everyone is geared up for them and wants them
to take place. I do not wish to comment on the
President. She has never been a matter for
comment here.

An Cathaoirleach: That is not a matter for this
House. I have ruled on that. I want the Leader to
speak without interruptions.

Ms O’Rourke: Fine Gael has to get itself a
candidate. We have a candidate and she is there
already.

An Cathaoirleach: Order please.

Ms O’Rourke: Senator Feighan raised the issue
of the threats to the Craigavon police board. That
is just awful, there are threats everywhere these
days. Senator Paddy Burke wished to have a
debate on the reports by the Marine Casualty
Investigation Board and the Regional Fisheries
Board.

An Cathaoirleach: We will now observe one
minute of silence for the victims of the terrorist
attacks in Spain this morning.

Ms O’Rourke: I wish to bring to the attention
of Members that the week after next the Finance
Bill and the Social Welfare (No. 2) Bill will be
coming before the House.

An Cathaoirleach: Senator Ryan has moved an
amendment to the Order of Business: “That No.
20, motion No. 23, be inserted before No. 1.” Is
the amendment being pressed?

Mr. Ryan: No.

Order of business agreed to.

Garda Sı́ochána Bill 2004: Second Stage
(Resumed).

Question again proposed: “That the Bill be
now read a Second Time.”

Ms O’Rourke: It is difficult to return to a
debate when so much has happened in the
interim. Last week I commended the Minister on
his handling of the Bill. There has been a growing
acceptance of many of the points which he has
put forward in it. There has been much comment
this morning on the proposed constitutional
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amendment in relation to asylum seekers.
However, that is a another day’s debate.

The Bill contains many fresh and imaginative
proposals, in particular, the provision relating to
policing at local level and involvement in that
regard by civilians and others. It also provides
that the commissioner will be the accounting
officer for the force, which is to be welcomed.
The question most asked of Departments is, who
spends the money? A person given responsibility
for a budget must prioritise how he or she utilises
that money. When given specific responsibilities,
people are better able to deal with matters and
often engage in good housekeeping.

I commend the Bill and thank the Minister for
attending the debate today. We look forward to
Commitee and Remaining Stages and to its
passage through the Dáil.

Mr. J. Phelan: I welcome the Minister to the
House again. It is noteworthy that he attended
here on the three occasions the Second Stage
debate was held. Not many Ministers remain for
so much of a debate. In fact, many make their
contribution and leave as soon as possible. I
congratulate the Minister in that regard.

This Bill is one of the most important to come
before the House during my time here. As in the
case of other legislation, much of it is good and
other parts could be improved upon. I welcome
its inclusion of an ombudsman commission, a
progressive step which has been welcomed by
everyone and one which will be of assistance to
the Garda in the future. Serious questions have
been raised down through the years regarding the
operation of the Garda Sı́ochána and
accountability within it. I am delighted the
Minister has provided for an ombudsman
commission. It will bring about many
improvements for the force.

Also included is a provision regarding joint
policing committees. As a former member of a
local authority in Kilkenny, I am aware of the
number of representations received by
councillors from local groups in terms of policing
issues on the ground. The establishment of joint
policing committees is to be welcomed. However,
my attention, and that of many other Members,
has been drawn to a discrepancy in the current
draft which provides that local authority
members of town councils, formerly town
commissions, and borough councils will not have
the same rights as members of county and city
councils as regards joint policing committees.
This needs to be examined.

An example was given yesterday of County
Cork, which has 12 urban authorities. It must be
acknowledged that a large proportion of
criminality takes place in urban areas. In view of
this, the Bill would be improved if it provided
that town and borough councillors could become
members of the joint policing committees. It is
interesting that the term “local authority” as
defined in the Bill differs from that in the Local

Government Act 2001, also discussed in this
House. That should be corrected. I hope the
Minister will see fit, during Committee and
Report Stages, to give urban authorities direct
access to joint policing committees.

A number of speakers referred to the Garda
volunteer force, which is, in many respects, a
good proposal. I listened with amazement to the
contribution of one Senator who spoke of parents
policing discos when he was young. I do not
believe that is what is envisaged under the Bill
and I could not support such an idea. Parents
cannot be allowed to patrol the streets in a
vigilante type fashion in order to protect their
children and, God knows, whatever else. The
Garda volunteer force may have some merit but
I would have serious questions to ask if it were
to be used in the manner suggested by a Senator
on the Government side.

I have been contacted by a number of
voluntary bodies as regards section 26 which
deals with future payment by bodies and groups
for a Garda presence during the holding of
particular events. Many bodies may have the
resources to fund a Garda presence at their
events but that would not be the case for small
festivals and voluntary events. I urge the Minister
to consider exempting voluntary bodies from this
provision. The proposal is not a bad done, but it
needs greater consideration in terms of its detail.
I urge the Minister to re-examine this issue
before proceeding.

I am also aware — this point may not be
relevant to the Bill — as a representative of a
rural area of concerns regarding the closure of
rural Garda stations. It is an issue which crops up
at every meeting I attend. Local communities are
rightly aggrieved about the non-occupation of
Garda stations in their areas. It is imperative that
as many rural Garda stations as possible are
manned in the future. The presence of the Garda
on the beat in any area, be it rural or urban, is a
deterrent to criminality. I ask that the
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform
look favourably on the proposal to fund rural
Garda stations as a preventative measure. It is
important to have in place a garda involved in the
local community, a garda whose children attend
the local school, a garda who is involved in local
activities in his or her area. Such gardaı́ are an
asset to a rural community. I would like to see
more rather than less of them in place in the
future.

I am also anxious that the Minister reply to a
statement issued yesterday by the Taoiseach
when he said that remarks made by him and the
Minister about the activities of the IRA had
indirectly led to action taken that might see an
end to the criminality to which they referred.
While this is not directly linked to the Bill, will
the Minister indicate if he is satisfied with the
words spoken by the Taoiseach, that the
Minister’s remarks might bring an end to the
criminality to which he referred? The Taoiseach
has become famous for the type of language he
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uses but does the Minister consider that the use
of the word “might” in this situation is sufficiently
strong or appropriate?

I broadly support the thrust of the Bill but I am
concerned about a number of areas, in particular
section 26, and the provision whereby local
authorities will not be directly represented on the
joint policing committees. Those are two areas
that can be improved upon.

In my own city of Kilkenny, which retains its
status as a city despite the battle we had in that
regard after the Local Government Act 2001, and
its surrounding areas, which has a population of
approximately 25,000 people, there will not now
be a direct link with the joint policing committee
as proposed under the Bill. Much of the thuggery
or whatever in which people engage when leaving
pubs or nightclubs at weekends takes place on the
streets in the city of Kilkenny and it would be
highly inappropriate if the members of the
borough council in Kilkenny did not have the
opportunity to make a direct input into the joint
policing committees, and not through the
roundabout mechanism of county development
boards and so on. Many town authorities have
informal arrangements with the local gardaı́ but
this is an opportunity to finalise those
arrangements and I urge the Minister, before
going any further, to take this opportunity to do
so.

Ms O’Rourke: I understand the Minister will
be taking the next Bill in the House and it is
proposed to extend this debate by 15 minutes, if
that is in order, which means the Minister will be
called on to reply at 12.05 rather than 11.50 a.m.
That should give sufficient time to allow other
speakers contribute.

An Cathaoirleach: Is that agreed? Agreed.

Ms White: I welcome the Minister and his
officials to the House. This is one of the most
important Bills, if not the most important, to
come before the Houses of the Oireachtas this
year.

It is recognised internationally that the Garda
Sı́ochána was established in 1924 with an
efficiency and comprehensiveness which was
remarkable. The fact that our police force
remains unarmed is considered a major
contributory factor in reducing the number of
armed crimes in the State. However, such an
exemplary police force can only be maintained
with the implied and express approval of the
public it serves. It is built on public trust. When
that trust becomes diluted, the effectiveness of
this exemplary institution is compromised.

The vast majority of members of the Garda
Sı́ochána do their job to the best of their ability.
It is a tough and thankless job few would be
prepared to do. The basic pay for gardaı́ on the
beat is \30,000 a year, this for a job with many
potential dangers. When Charlie Chawke, the
local publican in Dundrum where I live, was

attacked, unarmed gardaı́ pursued and caught the
robbers. The tragic deaths of two gardaı́ on the
Stillorgan Road last year and the shooting dead
of Detective Garda Jerry McCabe and the serious
wounding of Detective Garda Ben O’Sullivan in
Adare were an indication of the dangers of the
job. There are very few jobs in which one’s life is
in danger, and we have to respect what the gardaı́
do for us every day.

When I see a garda on the beat I become
relaxed, regardless of whether I am driving in
traffic or whatever. I have an emotional reaction
to gardaı́ on the beat. It is important that they are
visible on our streets but it is also important for
Members of the House to realise that 1,000
assaults on gardaı́ were reported last year.

The setting up of the Garda Sı́ochána
Ombudsman Commission is the most significant
aspect of the Bill. There has been a steady
momentum of controversy and negative publicity
building up about the Garda Sı́ochána over the
past number of years. There is the Barr tribunal
on the shooting in Abbeylara of John Carthy, the
Morris tribunal, about which we spoke when the
Minister was in the House on a previous occasion,
investigating alleged corruption by gardaı́ in the
Donegal area, the May Day parade which
suggested heavy-handedness and lack of control
in the Garda, the “Prime Time” special on the
lack of responsiveness and accountability of the
Garda Sı́ochána Complaints Board, and the so-
called “blue flu”, which was appalling and out of
line. It was a serious decision on the part of the
gardaı́ to take that action and pretend they were
sick.

I made a personal complaint to the Garda
Complaints Board about an incident I witnessed
about three years ago. I was fearful of making
the complaint because I did not know what the
consequences would be but my conscience would
not allow me overlook the incident. I will not give
the detail of it but I reported it because what I
saw was a serious injustice from a human rights
point of view. I still worry about it. I was
interviewed about the incident by members of the
Garda at a high level and they told me at the time
that the careers of the garda who carried out the
incident and the other two gardaı́ who observed
what was going on were in jeopardy. The case
went through the system but it goes back to the
fact that an organisation investigating itself has
been proven not to be correct. What happened in
this case was a serious miscarriage of justice, and
nothing was done about it. It is not proper to go
into too much detail but at the time I was
observing it the thought came to me that this is
what the Stazi must have been engaged in.

I am a huge admirer of the gardaı́. I love to see
them on the street and I am totally supportive of
them but it is like everything else in life, including
the issue we were talking about involving ex-
political prisoners in the North, loyalists and
republicans, most of whom want a peaceful
process. We cannot tar everybody with the same
brush. Approximately 95% of gardaı́ do an
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outstanding job but there have been examples of
the opposite and we have to clear them up. I do
not repeat the incident I witnessed lightly in this
House but I will never forget it and I will never
forget how it was dealt with.

The membership of the new commission will
be comprised of three members nominated by the
Government and ultimately appointed by the
President. They will be recommended by, both
these Houses. One member must be a woman.
The Government will fully scrutinise each
candidate to ensure their, eligibility and
qualifications. Automatically excluded are the
following: members of the Garda Sı́ochána;
Members of the Houses of the Oireachtas;
Members of the European Parliament; and
members of a local authority.

The most interesting and pressing aspect of this
legislation is that it provides for a more
independent review body, an ombudsman, to
investigate and discipline Garda behaviour.
Nuala O’Loan, the Northern Ireland Police
Ombudsman encapsulates all the qualities
necessary for that office to the highest degree.
Without her there would be less confidence in the
integrity of the ombudsman position. It is
appreciated that she has faced many difficulties
at great personal risk.

I would like the Minister to review the proposal
that the Government can appoint people to chief
superintendent and superintendent positions.
That would be gross intervention. If the Garda
Sı́ochána is compared to a company, then its chief
executive, the Garda Commissioner, should be
able to appoint the management and middle
management. That is an extreme intervention by
Government to appoint the chief superintendents
and superintendents. The Minister is obliged to
look at that. If this becomes part of the legislation
it will take a long time to rectify. The previous
Garda Complaints Board was set up in 1984 so it
will take another 20 years if we want to reverse
that. I appeal to the Minister not to pursue this
course.

Section 16, which deals with the introduction
of a code of ethics will hopefully reduce the
number of complaints currently arising due to
misconduct by gardaı́. In the incident I observed
there was no evidence that a code of standards
existed. It probably would not have happened if
a formal code of ethics applied to each Garda
station. I support the potential use of volunteer
members, as proposed in the Bill. When I lost my
telephone, the insurance company required me to
go the Garda and I went to my local station in
Dundrum. A uniformed garda had to waste time
writing all the details about my losing a
telephone. That is a farce.

On the positive side, the Irish Council for Civil
Liberties welcomes the Bill. It says the proposed
legislation contains some important and
necessary improvements to the scheme first
established in 2003. It is good to see some of the
concerns raised by the Irish Human Rights

Commission and the ICCL have been met and
that genuine changes have been made. The IHRC
says the Bill marks an historic step towards
placing human rights at the centre of Irish
politics.

The chairman of the National Crime Council
asked me to raise the issue of section 31 regarding
local authorities. He felt that just to leave it to
the local authorities and the Garda would exclude
local area partnerships, five of which are based in
Dublin, where local communities and
organisations are represented. Drug task forces
should be included because these are the people
working on the ground. The representatives of
the local communities should be part of this
initiative, not just the local authorities.

I thank the Minister and his officials and
congratulate him on this Bill. It was only proper
that I should speak about my personal experience
with regard to the Garda Complaints Bureau.
One cannot surpass first-hand experience.

Mr. Bannon: I welcome elements of the Bill,
and in doing so I commend the Garda Sı́ochána
for its unfailing professionalism and dedicated
service over the years. Many gardaı́ have made
the ultimate sacrifice in the course of carrying out
their duties, having lost their lives in the service
of their country. Those people should always be
remembered for their dedication to the
protection of their fellow citizens and I commend
them. Often they are just out of sight and out of
mind, but their wonderful service in the
protection of the State should never be forgotten.

As regards the setting up of local policing
committees, these should be established
exclusively from public representatives and
gardaı́. There would be a conflict of interest if
they were to operate in conjunction with the
county development boards, as proposed in the
Bill, as these bodies have a specialised economic,
social and cultural brief of their own. I would like
the Minister to consider that.

The guidelines for the setting up of these
committees should include strong representation
from town as well as county councils, as
appropriate. This Bill has no role for the elected
members of these councils. Based on my
experience in local government over the last 18
years, not a month goes by without the issue of
crime and law and order coming up at local
authority meetings. Local public representatives
are at the coalface of what happens within
communities. There is a major role for us to play.
If there is vandalism on the streets, break-ins etc.,
these matters are raised at local authority
meetings and often take up half the allotted time.
Local communities liaise with their
representatives who have a pivotal role to play in
these matters.

Powers should be given to these local
committees to co-opt members or experts. We are
all aware from our own communities of people
who are involved with the disadvantaged, on drug
task forces or in other organisations that try to
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improve society. Local people know best who is
genuinely interested in improving the lot of those
who live in a particular town or area. This is
something that should be seriously examined. I
also believe strongly that those committees
should be chaired by a member of the local
authority. They are elected by the people, they
have a role to play and this should be considered
by the Minister. That is what democracy at local
level is about. I also recommend that those
committees should be established for the full five-
year term of the local authority to give them
continuity.

The chief superintendent and superintendent
should be members of the local committee and
should attend its meetings. I disagree with
Senator White’s argument that the
superintendent should delegate a sergeant or a
garda for this role. It is important and it gives real
teeth and muscle to the committee if the chief
superintendent is in attendance at those meetings
to take on board the views of other members with
regard to improved policing in a particular area.

The Minister should afford the Local Authority
Members’ Association, representing 1,500 to
1,800 councillors throughout Ireland, of which I
am general secretary, an opportunity to meet him
after the Bill’s enactment and before the
guidelines are prepared. This body has strong
views on how the guidelines should be
implemented. We are at the coalface throughout
our political careers. The issues arise at local
authority meetings. We have no real powers. We
pass on representations to the Garda Sı́ochána
and normally get a nice letter of
acknowledgement back from the area or district
superintendent, and little else happens.

The Bill proposes many progressive measures
and will fulfil its purpose if local democracy is
involved. The Minister should consider that.
However, no matter what measures are put in
place and what decisions are taken, no police
force can operate to its full potential and ability
without sufficient manpower and resources. The
most important measure the Government can
take in the elimination of crime is the provision
of 2,000 extra gardaı́ promised in the run-up to
the local elections. People who are victims of
crime feel very peeved that the promises made in
the run-up to the last general election have not
been fulfilled. Throughout the country, only
approximately 55 additional gardaı́ have been
taken on in the year and a half since the
Government was re-elected. I hope the Minister
can commit himself to the promises made in the
run-up to the last election. He was not the
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform at
the time, but it was in the programme for
Government, and he knows exactly what was
promised. He is the man behind the steering
wheel to deliver on that.

Rural areas, as we all know, have been hard
hit by the current crime wave and need increased
policing to restore confidence in the system of
justice and crime prevention. We all know of

daily incidents in rural areas and how vulnerable
elderly people are in some parts of the country
when Dublin gangs attack in the middle of the
night. There is fear in the hearts of many elderly
people living in rural areas, and policing should
be stepped up there rather than stepped down.
Before the Minister’s time, there was a policy of
closing rural Garda stations, and that was a great
mistake, since the gardaı́ were involved with the
local community and made a significant
contribution to the development of parishes and
communities.

The Minister’s family was involved in the
foundation of this State with the Fine Gael Party,
which has always had a very strong commitment
and profile in the area of crime prevention. I am
happy to support elements of the Bill which, one
hopes, will put an end to the assaults, violent
incidents, fatalities and break-ins in rural Ireland
that are almost an everyday occurrence. It is sad
that not a day goes by without our hearing of
fatalities as a result of crime in some part of the
country. People get very annoyed and concerned
about this.

As I said, Fine Gael stands for law and order
and protecting our citizens, and we have a proud
record in our former Ministers for Justice. I am
delighted that two of those came from my general
area, General Seán MacEoin and Paddy Cooney.
They were excellent Ministers for Justice. I have
no doubt that the Minister does a good job with
his portfolio. As I said, it is important that
policing in urban and rural areas be stepped up
rather than down. I hope the Minister will take
on board some of my views. I would appreciate it
if he could meet the representative associations
of the local authorities on this matter.

Ms K. Walsh: I welcome the opportunity to
debate this very important Bill. I congratulate the
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform,
Deputy McDowell, for introducing this most
significant legislation. The Bill is important for
many reasons. It is the first real attempt to reform
management of the Garda Sı́ochána since the
force was founded over 80 years ago. Second, it
acknowledges that there has been a decline in
trust in the force recently. It seeks to restore that
trust, principally through the establishment of the
ombudsman. A healthy democracy based on
principles of civil obedience and law and order
requires a properly functioning police force
commanding the trust, respect and support of
the people.

The purpose of the Garda ombudsman
commission is to ensure openness, transparency
and accountability in the process by which
complaints against the gardaı́ are investigated.
That is both a welcome and timely move. There
has been a great deal of publicity lately, much of
it negative, about the way in which complaints
against gardaı́ are currently dealt with. There is a
perception that many complaints are not
investigated properly, and breaches of discipline
are not adequately addressed. That has
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contributed to a breakdown in trust between the
gardaı́ and the public, and that must be restored.

The establishment of the ombudsman will fully
repair that trust and restore public confidence in
the force. The Bill proposes the establishment of
a fully independent Garda ombudsman
commission, which will be a three-person body.
To maintain full independence for the gardaı́,
none of the body’s members will be serving or
former gardaı́. That is fundamental, as criticism
of the complaints procedure in the past has
centred on the inadequacies of guards
investigating guards. The new commission will
deal with complaints against gardaı́.

In general, the commission may decide whether
its own investigators will investigate specific
complaints or ask the gardaı́ to investigate, but
any complaints involving death or serious
physical injury must be investigated by the
commission and its own investigators. It is
envisaged that the commission will have a total
staff of approximately 80 people, of whom ten to
20 will be investigators, and an annual budget of
\7 million. The commission will also examine
Garda practice and procedures. Within two years
of its establishment, the commission will report
to the Oireachtas on its effectiveness and the
adequacy of its functions. I welcome the
establishment of the commission, which will do a
great deal for the morale of the force and trust
among the public.

I also welcome the change to the declaration
for persons joining the Garda Sı́ochána to include
the need to have regard for human rights in
carrying out policing duties. That is a significant
change which recognises the complex and
difficult tasks that gardaı́ must perform daily. It
recognises that being a member of the Garda
Sı́ochána is not purely a matter of enforcing the
law. It is also about dealing with people, often in
the most difficult and emotionally charged
circumstances. Being a good garda is as much
about being a good human being as about being
an officer of the law. Ultimately, they are our
guardians of the peace.

I respect and admire all members of the Garda
Sı́ochána. Too often we hear about negative
matters such as breaches of discipline, and too
little about their bravery, dedication and
commitment. Only two weeks ago, two young
men based in Harcourt Street rescued a drowning
man in the Liffey at approximately 4.30 a.m. in
freezing temperatures. The two gardaı́ risked
their lives to dive in and rescue a fellow human
being. The bravery of those two gardaı́ is
indicative of the high standards, patriotism and
selflessness that characterise all that is best in the
force. It reminds us yet again that as a community
we are served by policemen and women of whom
we are justifiably proud. We are indebted to
those young men and women of the Garda
Sı́ochána for their service to the State and
communities every day.

Theirs is a difficult task and a challenging
vocation. It is often their role to perform the
hardest tasks, for which their detractors and
critics might be slow to volunteer — to face
unarmed those who are armed and dangerous; to
comfort and assist men, women and children in
their darkest hours and worst extremities of
misfortune; to risk their lives to protect those of
others; and to uphold the law and the
Constitution in the face of a cowardly and cynical
challenge. The force has its critics, and it must
take its fair share of criticism from time to time
because of its failures. However, when we have
to form judgments of the force and its members,
we would do well to remember the simple,
spontaneous acts of bravery and the good
character shown.

12 o’clock

I welcome this Bill because it embodies a
principle I hold dear, community involvement
and the necessity for all of us to play a role in the

proper functioning of society. The
Bill provides for the establishment of
joint policing committees. Local

elected representatives will be allowed to make
recommendations about local police matters and
local gardaı́ will be allowed to make
recommendations to local authorities regarding
steps they can take to reduce crime. The Bill gives
a formal basis to the partnership between the
community and gardaı́, a partnership already
enjoyed by many communities.

Tackling crime at local level is a two-way
street. Councillors and local community
representatives cannot fairly blame local gardaı́ if
they have failed to play their part. They cannot
criticise local gardaı́ for an increased incidence of
joyriding incidents if they have failed to play their
part through introducing traffic calming
measures, dealing with licensing etc. Neither can
they criticise a rise in mugging incidents if proper
street lighting has not been installed.

The Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform, Deputy McDowell, understands the
valuable role local authorities can play in local
policing. I thank him for recognising that role on
a formal basis in this Bill and for this far-reaching
important legislation. When passed, the Bill will
ensure the Garda Sı́ochána is a truly modern
force for this century, efficiently run and
organised and with the full confidence of the
community it serves. I compliment the Minister’s
energy, drive and commitment to his role and
commend his Bill to the House.

Ms O’Meara: I wish to share time with
Senator Browne.

An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?
Agreed.

Ms O’Meara: Much of what I wanted to say has
already been said. I welcome the general
structure of this comprehensive, reforming and
much needed legislation which will modernise the
administration of the Garda Sı́ochána, set up the
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independent complaints commission, and most
important, set up the joint policing committee
structure which, I hope, will incorporate public
views and ensure those served by gardaı́ are
heard.

Many poor communities feel they are not
heard by gardaı́ and that their concerns are not
taken on board. It is important for many of these,
especially female victims of domestic violence, to
have a good relationship with gardaı́, particularly
with regard to the implementation of barring
orders. It is important too that they have
confidence in the gardaı́. Much good work has
been done in this regard in terms of training and
so on. Many individual members of the force
have done exceptional work in carrying out their
duty of protecting women who need protection in
their homes.

As others have said, confidence in gardaı́ has
waned over the past number of years. In that
context, this legislation is extremely important
and I hope it plays its necessary role in restoring
public confidence in gardaı́. I already mentioned
two particular communities. However, in my
experience there has been a general community-
wide diminution in the level of confidence in the
force.

The independent complaints’ commission’s
role is important because the current complaints
procedure is inadequate and not sufficiently
transparent or independent. I look forward to the
Committee Stage debate where there will be
much work to be done. In general, I support the
legislation.

Mr. Browne: I thank Senator O’Meara for
sharing her time and welcome the Minister and
his officials to the House. I wish to acknowledge
the huge role played by gardaı́. Recently a
constituent of mine jumped into the river to
rescue someone but the story never even made
the newspapers. If, however, something goes
wrong, it is on the front page. Gardaı́ risk their
lives day in and out for the common good.

The Association of Municipal Authorities of
Ireland has requested that town councillors
should be on the policing committees. Will the
Minister consider this? Crime is far more
rampant in urban rather than rural areas and
from that point of view this provision would
make sense.

Section 31 describes the make-up of a joint
policing committee and includes Members of the
Dáil. Why are Members of the Seanad excluded
and can this be rectified? I hope that as elected
representatives we would be willing to serve on
such committees, make a positive contribution
and bring our experiences to bear on them.

I welcome the appointment of an ombudsman
commission to investigate the Garda. This will
help to restore public confidence in the system.
Where people have a complaint to make against
a garda they can do so in the interest of all. This
commission will also work in favour of gardaı́.
For example, gardaı́ have to take part in

situations where their health and safety is
compromised, for example mob situations,
without proper equipment. They can now use the
commission to address their concerns. There are
two sides to the commission and it is a welcome
step.

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
(Mr. M. McDowell): This has been an interesting
and stimulating debate. I thank the Senators for
all their contributions. Although there have been
some criticisms of the Bill and of me, the House
has given a warm welcome to the principle of the
Bill. We have spent over seven hours discussing
its provisions and I look forward to a continuing
constructive input from Senators during its next
Stages.

Unfortunately, in the time allotted for the
Second Stage debate, I could not possibly deal
with all the points raised. My efficient officials
have prepared notes on many of the points raised
but if I were to attempt to get through them in
the time allowed to me today, I would only get
about a quarter of the way. I will make a few brief
points in reply.

A number of Members have pointed out that
the local authority-Garda interaction provided
for in the Bill seems to exclude town councils.
The Bill is drafted that way and this is something
on which I will reflect and prepare amendments.
I agree that local authorities centred on towns
are, by definition, urban authorities and that
criminality in urban areas is of a different order
and requires a different response from that in
other areas. This is not to say that crime does not
exist in rural areas. However, the involvement of
the local authority in urban areas merits a
revision of that particular proposal in the Bill.

The exact composition of the joint policing
committees envisaged in this Bill has also excited
some debate. The Bill envisages a choice. The
county development board model is one of the
choices available but it is not mandated as the
only one. I gather from the contributions made
here that the majority of Members favour a more
direct local authority elected representative role,
rather than a mixed approach. I wish to reflect
on this and to consider how we can make these
committees real workable institutions. I do not
want them to be committees at which local
authority representatives are a minority or feel
excluded.

My purpose in this Bill, and in the Intoxicating
Liquour Act, is to fight against the tendency to
remove local authority members’ powers and to
think of new ways through which they can have a
significant policy input into what happens in their
areas. In that context, I reiterate that these
provisions are not envisaged as one-way avenues
through which complaints about Garda
inadequacies come from elected representatives.
As Senator Walsh and many others pointed out,
they should deal with estate management,
planning, traffic and lighting issues and by-laws
regarding drinking and public spaces.
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[Mr. M. McDowell.]
All of those issues are ones where the Garda

has a legitimate right to be heard on some
occasions and, at other times, a legitimate sense
of grievance that what should be done is not
being done by those who have the power to do it.
In terms of the new powers that are conferred on
local authorities in respect of intoxicating liquor,
gardaı́ will have an opportunity to interact with
local authority representatives and to point out
the policing difficulties associated with particular
late closing times in certain communities or
certain parts of certain communities.

I will now move on to the question of a policing
board. Senator Tuffy, Senator Hayes and others
argued that one of the features of the Northern
Ireland situation is the existence of an
independent policing board. One has to regard
the PSNI as a regional constabulary like the other
constabularies in the United Kingdom. We have
a national police force which discharges other
functions including national security services and
which has a different relationship with central
government. If I thought it would be an
advantage to have an independent policing board,
I would go down that road. I am not trying to
grab powers to myself or to clutch things to my
bosom politically out of a sense of selfishness or
self-aggrandisement. Accountability most
important and the present ministerial-
Commissioner route for accountability to the
Houses of the Oireachtas is of great importance.
If, for instance, something like the RTE authority
were put between me and the Commissioner,
would public accountability be enhanced or
reduced if a group of 12 great and good men and
women were put there who had independent
functions and who gave policy directions to the
Garda Sı́ochána? Would I be in a position to
account in the Houses for failures of policing
policy and State policy in regard to law and order
if I could simply abdicate from that issue and say
that, unfortunately, I have no control over these
decisions? Likewise would I be accountable in
terms of the activities of the Garda Sı́ochána to
this House, which is an important check and
balance, if there were an independent layer of
administration between the Garda Sı́ochána and
me?

I do not believe we need an independent
policing board, although this was appropriate in
Northern Ireland. It was appropriate there
because it was necessary to join the two pillars of
that community together in a common enterprise
to support the new police force there, which I do
not believe is necessarily the case here.

In regard to the general charge made on a
number of occasions that, somehow, the capacity
to give directives to the Garda Sı́ochána amounts
to a new charter for political interference or as
one person, not in this House said, that I was
becoming a self-styled chief of police, the reverse
is true. What I want is a system whereby, in
certain circumstances, the elected Government
which exercises the executive power under the

Constitution can give the Commissioner of the
day, who otherwise is independent in the
discharge of his functions, a clear direction to
follow a particular policy. It could involve sealing
the Border in the case of foot and mouth disease
or providing an emergency service should that be
warranted. It could also relate to a general policy
area. However, unless the security of the State
made it impossible, the legislation envisages that
any such direction has to be laid before both
Houses of the Oireachtas so that people can see
exactly how the Government is exercising that
power.

Ms Terry: Can the Minister not do that at
present through discussion?

Mr. M. McDowell: I can. That is the point. This
afternoon I could lift the phone and give a
direction and nobody would ever know about it.
If Senators want to know what is happening, what
I have in mind would give the Commissioner
great independence but in the last analysis
provide the Minister, with the concurrence of the
Government, the power to give a formal
directive, provided the Government is willing to
publicly inform both Houses of the Oireachtas.
This will prevent a Minister lifting a phone in a
bad humour one afternoon or influencing the
outcome of any individual investigation or
prosecution.

I listened intently to the points made in the
debate on the appointment of chief
superintendents and superintendents. It was
suggested that the role of Government in such
appointments was a bad thing. The situation at
present is that I bring a memorandum to Cabinet
almost every fortnight appointing people to the
position of superintendent and chief
superintendent. That is done by a totally above
board, merit-based appointments system with
outside lay observers on the board. I intend to
examine carefully what was said by Senator
O’Toole, that it should be provided in the Bill
that such appointments are made in accordance
with a regulatory framework. I am positively
disposed towards amending the Bill to make
that clear.

Such appointments are not done with a view to
extending Government patronage, it is to give the
holders of that office independence vis-à-vis the
Commissioner. It is to make it clear to them that
they hold those offices because, like officers in
the Defence Forces, the Government of the day
has appointed them. It is in support of their
independence and status as senior officers of the
Garda Sı́ochána that they are put in place with
the additional sanction of Government and they
are not simply creatures of the appointments or
promotion policy of the Commissioner of the day.

I have said enough about the joint policing
committees. In regard to volunteer members I
stress again that this is a limited skeletal outline
of a statutory power for a Government to
establish a voluntary police reserve if
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circumstances in the future so warrant. There is
no formed or formulated intention to do so now.
We are the only common law country with our
system which does not have any voluntary police
reserve. I am wholly opposed to the concept of
economising through the use of yellow pack
police and undercutting professional standards in
policing using a volunteer reserve. That is not and
would not be my aim. It is important that the
Garda Sı́ochána should have roots in the
community. In time it will be regarded as a good
thing that young men and women in their own
community will volunteer to be supportive
volunteer reservists for the police and that this
will extend the sense of identity between the
community and the Garda Sı́ochána. This will not
threaten the vocational interests or the
representative interests of the associations in
respect of their members’ interests.

The question of secret societies was referred to.
They are defined in the Offences against the State
Act and the Treasonable Offences Act 1925.
Effectively they are defined by reference to
organisations whose members take an oath or
affirmation to keep the proceedings of those
societies and their decisions secret in all
circumstances.

I welcome the general support for the
ombudsman commission. Some have asked if
every investigation should be undertaken, as a
matter of statute law, by persons who are not
gardaı́, meaning the effective removal from the
independent commission of the right to use
gardaı́ on certain occasions to carry out
investigations as it deems fit. It would not be wise
to do that. The legislation in Northern Ireland
does not allow for it. As a matter of practice, the
Northern Ireland Police Ombudsman, Nuala
O’Loan, undertakes her own investigations, but
she has a substantial pool of investigators across
the United Kingdom on which to draw. If I was
to put in place a force which was capable of
carrying out every investigation, from bad
manners to unlawful killing, I would have to
create a force of investigators of between 100 and
200 people whose sole function would be to
police the police. That is not something I could
sustain in present circumstances.

The Seanad divided: Tá, 28; Nı́l, 11.

Tá

Bohan, Eddie.
Brady, Cyprian.
Brennan, Michael.
Callanan, Peter.
Dardis, John.
Feeney, Geraldine.
Glynn, Camillus.
Hanafin, John.
Hayes, Maurice.
Henry, Mary.
Kenneally, Brendan.
Kett, Tony.
Leyden, Terry.
Lydon, Donal J.
MacSharry, Marc.

The new arrangements for the ombudsman
commission are not intended as a criticism of the
membership of the outgoing Garda Sı́ochána
Complaints Board, which has pointed out the
inadequacy of the arrangements under which it
operates. I pay tribute to it for all the work it has
done. It may be, as Senator White has said, that
some have been disappointed with the outcome
of its activities, but this does not detract from the
fact that it operated in good faith, however
undernourished by resources and undermined by
statutory inadequacies.

Senator Hayes asked why a three-person body
rather than a one-person body was required to
fulfil the membership functions of the
ombudsman commission. Given the size of the
Garda Sı́ochána and the State, the task being
conferred on the commission will be better
discharged if there are three persons on the
board. It will prevent the possibility of a simple
personality clash between the Garda
Commissioner and the commission.

I presume there are many points with which
some Senators feel I have not dealt. I could
elaborate for an hour or an hour and a half if the
order of House permitted my dealing with
individual points. I thank my officials for all the
work they did in researching responses to the
Senators’ points. I assure the House that many of
the very important points that have been made
on the general principle of the Bill will be
considered at greater length on Committee Stage.

I thank the House for the supportive approach
it has adopted. It has been a great pleasure for
me to be present throughout this Second Stage
debate and to hear the wide variety of views and
the very strong underlying support of the
Senators for the Garda Sı́ochána.

As President of the Justice and Home Affairs
Council of the European Union, I could not let
this opportunity go by without sending to my
Spanish confrere on that body the heartfelt
sympathy of the Irish people on the terrible
atrocities carried out today in Madrid. Our hearts
are with those concerned. The scourge of
terrorism must be eradicated across the
European Union.

Question put.

Mansergh, Martin.
Minihan, John.
Moylan, Pat.
Norris, David.
O’Brien, Francis.
Ó Murchú, Labhrás.
O’Rourke, Mary.
Ormonde, Ann.
Phelan, Kieran.
Ross, Shane.
Walsh, Kate.
White, Mary M.
Wilson, Diarmuid.
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Nı́l

Bannon, James.
Bradford, Paul.
Browne, Fergal.
Burke, Paddy.
Burke, Ulick.
Coghlan, Paul.

Tellers: Tá, Senators Minihan and Moylan; Nı́l, Senators U. Burke and Cummins.

Question declared carried.

Civil Liability and Courts Bill 2004: Order for
Second Stage.

Bill entitled an Act to provide for certain
procedural and other changes in actions to
recover damages for personal injuries; to
provide that an action for personal injuries
shall not be brought after the expiration of one
year from the date of accrual of the cause of
action or the date of knowledge of the cause of
action whichever occurs later; to provide that
where a plaintiff in a personal injuries action
gives false evidence, the court may dismiss the
plaintiff’s action; to make provision in relation
to the assessment of damages in a personal
injuries action; to make provision in relation to
the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court in
proceedings relating to land; to provide for the
disposal of part of the funds of suitors vested
in the Accountant of the Courts of Justice; to
make provision in relation to the publication of
reports, and production of documents prepared
for the purposes, of proceedings to be heard
otherwise than in public; and for those
purposes, to amend the Statute of Limitations
(Amendment) Act 1991, the Civil Liability Act
1961 and certain other enactments; and to
provide for related matters.

Mr. Kett: I move: “That Second Stage be
taken today.”

Question put and agreed to.

Civil Liability and Courts Bill 2004: Second
Stage.

Question proposed: “That the Bill be now read
a Second Time.”

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
(Mr. M. McDowell): I warmly welcome the
opportunity to commence the Second Stage
debate on this Bill in the Seanad and to listen to
Senators’ views on its provisions.

First, this is a wide-ranging and innovative Bill
which seeks to address a number of serious issues
concerning civil liability. Chief among these is the
tackling of what has become known as the
“compensation culture” by introducing new
penalties for fraudulent and exaggerated claims.
The Bill also provides for major procedural

Cummins, Maurice.
Feighan, Frank.
Hayes, Brian.
Phelan, John.
Terry, Sheila.

changes in personal injury actions to reduce the
time taken and the costs involved in processing
such actions. In addition, the Bill amends the in
camera rule, provides for the disposal of part of
the funds of suitors vested in the accountant of
the courts of justice and makes provision for the
jurisdiction of the Circuit Court in proceedings
relating to land. The primary purpose of the Bill
is to implement certain commitments in An
Agreed Programme for Government, including
relevant recommendations of the Motor
Insurance Advisory Board and to change the law
on civil liability in some other respects.

The civil liability elements of this Bill, together
with the Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act
2003, which was sponsored by my colleague, the
Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment, Deputy Harney, and the measures
being taken by the Minister for Transport,
Deputy Brennan, are the Government’s
legislative response to the problem of the
compensation culture. This Bill, when enacted
and in force, will result in an easing of the
insurance burden on the personal and business
sectors and of the cost to public authorities of
personal injury actions, without compromising
the right of those genuinely injured to be
compensated for their loss. The Bill contains
provisions which will deter those who take legal
actions for compensation on a fraudulent or
exaggerated basis. Much information has come to
light attesting to the willingness of many
unscrupulous individuals to embark on this
course of action to enrich themselves at the
expense of the wider community.

In addition, the Bill aims to streamline the
procedure in personal injuries actions so as to
reduce litigation costs. These costs are quite
simply too high relative to the quantum of
compensation. A survey of litigation costs,
undertaken by the Motor Insurance Advisory
Board and described in that body’s report, shows
that in 2000 such costs amounted to 40% of
compensation awarded in motor accident cases,
46% in employers’ liability and 56% in public
liability cases. Furthermore, the trend was that
these proportions were increasing over the years.
This does not suggest that we have an efficient
system for delivering compensation to those who
are injured. The Personal Injuries Assessment
Board is intended to address this problem in cases
where liability is not in issue. The measures in
this Bill are aimed at all other cases, namely
where legal action is instituted in the courts.
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I have listened carefully to the comments made
by interested parties following the publication of
this Bill and I am gratified that the overwhelming
response has been positive which may not save
me from a Second Stage vote.

Ms Terry: We want to keep the Minister on
his toes.

Mr. Coghlan: We will not impose that on him
a second time.

Mr. M. McDowell: I will now describe the Bill’s
main provisions. Part 2 deals with the issue of
civil liability and provides for procedural and
other changes in actions to recover damages for
personal injuries. With stated exceptions, the part
applies to personal injury actions brought after its
commencement. Section 6 amends the Statute of
Limitations (Amendment) Act 1991 by reducing
the limitation period for personal injuries actions
from three years to one year to ensure that claims
are brought forward without delay. There is an
emphasis in part 2 on provision of full
information on the claim being made. Sections 7
to 12 deal with the bringing of personal injury
actions. Section 7 provides that a letter of claim
must be served on a defendant by a plaintiff
within two months of the date of accrual of the
cause of action or date of knowledge. Often the
time limits set down by rules of court are not
adhered to, causing delays in the progress of
actions. Section 8 makes it a function of the court
to ensure that parties to a personal injuries action
comply with rules of court. This section provides
that extensions to time limits will only be allowed
where either both parties agree to the extension
or where a court considers that justice will be
served by the extension to the time limit.

It is a common complaint of our current
personal injuries system that defendants are often
unaware of the details of a claim until late in
proceedings. Sections 9 to 12 seek to remedy this
difficulty. Section 9 introduces the personal
injuries summons. A personal injuries action will
now be brought by means of this summons. The
section goes on to outline the information which
must be contained in the summons including
particulars of all items of special damages
claimed, the wrongful acts of the defendant, the
circumstances of the wrong and each instance of
negligence.

To put that in context, to institute a personal
injuries claim in the High Court now, all that is
required within three years of the accrual of the
cause of action is to serve what is known as a
plenary summons, which contains a general
endorsement of claim. In the case of a personal
injuries action all that is required to stop the
clock from running is to state that the plaintiff’s
claim is for damages for personal injuries. That is
all the defendant knows even though an action
has been commenced. The pleadings will now be
required to be in the originating document in so
far as they are known to the plaintiff at that stage.

Section 10 deals with further information,
which may be required from the plaintiff by the
defendant. Items of information, which may be
requested, and must be supplied in response to
that request, are particulars of any previous
personal injuries actions and medical treatment,
which may have a bearing on the current injury.
If a person sues for a bad back, it would be
relevant that such a person had a bad back arising
from an accident at work for which he or she may
have claimed previously. At the moment only
diligent detective work on the part of the plaintiff
will uncover such a fact, which is clearly wrong.
Obviously the injury and the medical history must
be relevant to the claim being made. It is not
possible to dredge around and intrude on
people’s privacies to determine that somebody
involved in a car crash had mental treatment as a
teenager. It is not intended to have that effect.

In addition, where a claim is made for earnings
or other income in a claim, the plaintiff is
required, on request, to furnish documents from
the Revenue Commissioners or the Minister for
Social and Family Affairs. A person claiming
financial loss of that kind may be required to
authenticate it by showing that the claim is in
respect of a legitimate loss. The section also gives
the courts powers to deal with non-compliance
with a request under the section. The provision of
full information is vital to the speedy and proper
conduct of personal injury actions.

The same applies to defences and
counterclaims. Section 11 provides that a defence
to a personal injuries action must specify those
elements of the claim of which the defendant
does not require proof and those elements of the
claim of which the defendant requires proof. In
addition, the defence must contain a statement
outlining the grounds on which a defendant
claims he or she is not liable for any injuries to
the plaintiff. A counterclaim must contain all the
information required in a personal injuries
summons. Again, the intention with this section
is to ensure that a plaintiff is fully apprised of the
details of any defence or counterclaim. People
may make bland denials and at the end of reading
a defence, barristers and solicitors acting for the
plaintiff are left like submarines without a
periscope and have no idea of what defence they
will face in court.

One of the key elements of the Bill is contained
within section 13, which is designed to combat
false and exaggerated personal injury claims. The
section provides that parties to a personal injury
action must swear an affidavit verifying the
contents of any pleading or any further
information requested under section 10. Section
13(5) makes it an offence to make a statement in
an affidavit which is false or misleading and which
the person knows to be false and misleading. This
represents a change. At the moment a solicitor
may make a claim on a client’s behalf, which is
wrong and lacks any substance. However, unless
the client goes to the witness box and swears up
to that proposition in the course of proceedings
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[Mr. M. McDowell.]
no criminal offence analogous to perjury is
committed. This section will require an individual
to affirm by oath the contents of the pleadings so
that even if the action is settled, a very serious
offence has been committed if the other side has
been induced to settle by means of a falsehood.

One further aspect of this provision, as
outlined in subsection 13(8), is that the section
applies not only to actions brought following
commencement of this Act, but also to actions
pending at that time. There will not be an
interregnum period during which bogus claims
can just peter out over a number of years. When
the Act comes into effect people will be required
to swear up to the truth of what they are doing
just as if they were commencing an action for the
first time. The consequence of this is that the
reform will become operative from a very early
date once the provision is in force.

A new element in our personal injuries
procedures, the mediation conference, is
introduced in section 14, which provides that a
court may direct that the parties to a personal
injuries action meet to discuss and attempt to
settle the action. The parties may agree on a
mediator or, in the absence of such agreement,
the court may appoint a person to chair the
conference. Where a court appoints a
chairperson, the mediator must be a practising
barrister or solicitor of not less than five years
standing or a person nominated by a body
prescribed by order. If a group of trained
mediators exists, we will not simply have a
lawyers’ monopoly.

The intention here would be that persons
suitably qualified in mediation would be enabled
to chair a mediation conference for the purposes
of this section. It is vital in mediation that the
confidentiality of all parties is respected,
otherwise people will just be defensive and will
stand their ground. To ensure this is the case, the
section provides that the notes of a chairperson of
a mediation conference and all communications
during it shall be confidential and cannot be used
in evidence in any subsequent civil or criminal
proceedings. People will be able to admit to
having been somewhat negligent without this
being thrown at them afterwards in court as a
concession they made during the conference.

The outcome of mediation conferences is
addressed in section 15, which provides that the
chairperson of a mediation conference must
prepare and submit to the court a report of the
conference. The report shall outline whether the
conference took place, what issues, if any, were
agreed at the conference and, where an
agreement has been reached, a copy of the
settlement terms signed by all parties. In cases
where a party has failed to comply with a
direction of the court under section 14, the court
may direct that party to pay costs incurred after
the direction.

Section 16 requires the plaintiff and defendant
in a personal injuries action to serve a notice of

offer of settlement on the other party. It is open
to a defendant contesting liability completely to
state that he or she wishes to offer a “nil” amount
by way of settlement. Such offers of settlement
will remain open for a period to be prescribed by
rules of court. While a judge hearing a case will
be aware that offers of settlement have been
made, he or she will not be aware of the terms of
such offers until a judgment has been delivered
in the action. The court shall, however, have
regard to the offers and the reasonableness of the
conduct of the parties in making them when
considering the costs of an action. The idea here
is that the parties should be required to state their
terms of settlement, on a basis that will have
consequences in costs, before the case proceeds
to trial.

The concept of pre-trial hearings is introduced
in section 17, with the intention of determining
what matters are in dispute and require decision
in any trial of a personal injuries action. It is open
to the court, where it considers it appropriate, to
direct that such a pre-trial hearing take place.
Section 18 makes provision for a court to direct
that evidence may be given by way of affidavit. It
will, of course, be open to any party to cross-
examine any person who gives evidence by way
of affidavit. At the moment someone wanting to
prepare a case properly for court must assume
that everybody must attend and give viva voce
evidence, which wastes considerable time.
Frequently people travel from somewhere like
Killarney to Dublin and having given evidence,
on which there is no issue, are not cross-
examined.

In many personal injuries actions, conflicting
evidence from experts must be decided by the
court. Section 19 allows a court to appoint
approved persons to investigate and give expert
evidence on any issue the court may direct. The
section also provides that any party to a personal
injuries action shall co-operate with an approved
person. An “approved person” is a person
approved by the President of the High Court, in
consultation with the Presidents of the Circuit
and District Courts, for the purposes of the
section. The intention behind this provision is
that an expert, independent of any expert witness
retained by the parties, could be appointed to
assist the court. To take a medical example, a
court might decide to appoint its own medical
assessor, who will testify and be liable to cross
examination, but will give an objective view to
the court having listened to the medical experts
on either side.

Section 20 is an important provision dealing
with intervention in a personal injuries action. It
provides that where an appeal is taken to the
Supreme Court that court may, where it considers
that any matter in the case relating to either
liability or damages is of exceptional public
importance and the action is one of a class of
claims in which the same or similar matters arise,
invite appropriate persons to make submissions
to the court. Such an intervention may come
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about at the initiative of the court itself or at the
request of any party or of any person who is not
a party.

An issue may arise in a series of cases which is
of exceptional public importance, going beyond
the interests of the parties before the court. It
may, for example, have far reaching implications
for the public finances or for the cost of
insurance. Mental distress is an example.
Recently there was a case before the courts in
which a mortuary attendant claimed for mental
distress arising out of the psychological effect of
seeing a body which had been badly mutilated in
an accident. The question was whether that was
reasonably foreseeable and within the chain of
causation which should be covered by liability on
the part of the person who caused the original
accident and the insurers for that person. An
issue of that kind, which could massively extend
the scope of liability, is the kind of issue on which
the Supreme Court would be entitled to hear
more than one insurance company and one
defendant because the case will have wider public
ramifications, however it is decided. In such a
case, a competent public body could be invited to
make submissions to the Supreme Court before
that Court makes a decision on the issue, a
decision which will, of course, bind other courts
which are called upon to adjudicate on the issue
in the future.

An essential element of the Bill is the necessity
to reduce the number of false and bogus claims
for personal injuries. Sections 21 and 22 seek to
tackle this issue.

Section 21 makes it an offence to give or
adduce or dishonestly cause to be given or
adduced evidence that is false or misleading and
which a person knows to be false or misleading.
Equally, it shall be an offence to give, adduce or
dishonestly cause to be given or adduced false
information to a solicitor or expert. In the context
of this section, a person does an act dishonestly if
that act is done with the intention of misleading
the court. It should be noted that section 21(4)
provides that this section applies to personal
injuries actions pending at its commencement as
well as to subsequent actions. Therefore, if any
further step is taken in an action after the passing
of this Bill into law, that provision will apply.

It is of concern to me that, in a number of
cases, persons have misled the courts on aspects
of their claim and yet have walked away with an
award in their favour. That means that if
somebody who has a broken arm produces an
entirely spurious claim for loss of earnings
running to hundreds of thousands of euro, they
still get damages for the broken arm, even though
they spent considerable time and effort and
wasted the time of the court in trying to sustain a
claim which was fraudulent in nature on a
collateral issue. In my view, if one seeks justice
in the courts, one must, so to speak, “come with
clean hands”.

Section 22 is a key section in terms of
combating such bogus claims. It provides that,

where a plaintiff in a personal injuries action
gives or adduces or dishonestly causes to be given
or adduced evidence that is false or misleading
and which the plaintiff knows is false or
misleading, the court shall dismiss the plaintiff’s
action unless this would result in injustice being
done. The section imposes the same sanction on
any person who falsely swears an affidavit under
section 13.

Essentially, if a person lies in the course of a
personal injuries action, their claim will be
dismissed subject to the qualification I have
mentioned. Again, section 22 applies to actions
pending at the time of the section’s
commencement as well as to subsequent actions.
It will, therefore, have immediate effect. Again
there is an example — somebody injured in a
road traffic accident sustaining a broken arm who
says in court that as a consequence they have
never been able to golf since, but the other side
shows the court a video of the person golfing last
week as if nothing had happened. In those
circumstances it is not good enough to
compensate them for the original accident and
say it is just too bad that they did not get away
with the fraudulent aspect of their claim. One
risks everything if one goes to court other than
with clean hands in an attempt to sustain a claim
which is part fraudulent.

Section 23 deals with the issue of collateral
benefits. The Civil Liability Acts 1961 and 1964
are amended by providing for the deductibility of
charitable donations made by the defendant if he
or she specifies in advance that the donation is
being made on that basis. In December 2002, the
Law Reform Commission published a Report on
The Deductibility of Collateral Benefits from
Awards of Damages. This recommended a
general principle of deductibility subject to
exceptions. One of the exceptions was that, in
assessing damages, account should not be taken
of payments made under an insurance contract
where the plaintiff has paid the entirety of the
insurance premiums, directly and independently,
and in his or her own name. Senators may recall
that, in the general scheme of the Bill which I
published last year, I adopted a somewhat
different approach in that I proposed that all
insurance benefits, whether the premiums were
paid by the plaintiff, or by his or her employer or
somebody else, should be taken into account in
assessing damages. Section 23, as it stands, does
not amend the law on insurance benefits. I have
left the issue aside for now and I will return to it
and table an amendment at a later stage in the
progress of the Bill through the Houses.

Section 24 provides that any income, in respect
of which a claim is being made but which has not
been returned or notified to the Revenue
Commissioners will be disregarded by the court
is assessing damages save for situations where the
court considers that an injustice would be done.

I mentioned earlier offences committed under
this Part. It is my view that such offences should
attract serious penalties. Section 25 outlines the
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penalties imposed on persons who commit an
offence under this Part. If convicted on
indictment for an offence, a person shall be liable
for a penalty of imprisonment for a term not
exceeding ten years or a fine not exceeding
\100,000, or to both. A summary conviction
carries a maximum penalty of one year in prison
or a fine of up to \3,000 or both.

I turn now to the other aspects of the Bill.
Chapter 1 of Part 3 provides for the realisation of
the dormant funds of suitors of the High Court,
and of the special account for small balances, and
their transfer for the benefit of projects of the
Courts Service. The value of these dormant funds
is currently estimated at about \6.4 million.
Dormant funds of suitors of the High Court result
mainly from unclaimed funds of wards of court,
funds invested on behalf of minors, tail balances,
bail deposits, civil lodgements as well as amounts
of interests accruing on capital sums lodged in
court and subsequently paid out. Periodic efforts
made by the Irish Courts Service to refund
dormant funds to account holders, have met with
limited success. Funds become dormant when
there has been no activity over the preceding
fifteen years, with the exception of small balances
which are deemed to be dormant after five years.

There have been four previous Funds of
Suitors Acts, in 1959, 1963, 1966 and 1984. Those
Acts allocated the dormant funds to certain
social, cultural and courts rehabilitation projects
such as the Cork Opera House, Abbey Theatre,
Peacock Theatre, Kings Inns and the Children’s
Court. However, on this occasion, the funds
transferred will be used for purposes in relation
to the defrayal of costs involved in the provision,
management and maintenance of court buildings
as provided for in the relevant section of the
Courts Service Act 1998. In the very unlikely
event that there might be a deficiency in the
funds of suitors, the Minister for Finance will
offer a complete indemnity from the Central
Fund.

Chapter 2 of Part 3 deals with miscellaneous
court provisions. Among the provisions included
in this chapter are the amendment of the in
camera rule and provisions in relation to the
jurisdiction of the Circuit Court in proceedings
relating to land.

Section 31 amends the in camera rule,
particularly as it relates to various family law
statutes. The amendment will allow the
publication of reports of proceedings with the
proviso that such reports do not contain any
information which could identify the parties or,
in particular, any child to which the proceedings
relate. The section also provides that nothing in
any enactment which prohibits proceedings from
being heard in public shall prevent the production
of a document or the giving of information or
evidence relating to such proceedings to a body
or person conducting a hearing or enquiry
pursuant to statute. This provision extends to
bodies or persons acting otherwise than under

statute where the body or person has been
prescribed by ministerial order. I should add that
there is a prohibition on any body or person
publishing the document or information in those
cases.

This provision will implement a commitment in
An Agreed Programme for Government,
comprising of the Fianna Fáil Party and the
Progressive Democrats. Essentially, the section
has two purposes. First, it allows for the reporting
of family law proceedings so that practitioners,
legislators and the general public are aware of
how the law in this area is in fact being
administered. This knowledge is restricted at
present because of the in camera rule.
Furthermore, it is not desirable that justice
should be administered in secret where our true
objective is to protect parties’ privacy and it does
not require total secrecy.

The second aspect of the section is that it will
allow the use of material from the in camera
proceedings by disciplinary bodies, for example,
in relation to complaints against a solicitor or a
barrister or a medical practitioner arising out of
the conduct of those proceedings. I have received
a number of submissions on the relaxation of the
in camera rule from a number of bodies involved
in family law matters. I am considering those
submissions and other issues and it is possible
that I will bring forward amendments to that
section at a later stage.

At present costs bear interest from the date of
judgment, even though the solicitor has not yet
submitted his bill. It is extraordinary that if a
decree of costs is awarded to a person, the
interest clock starts running, even though the
amount on which it is running is determined only
at a later stage. This situation is not fair to the
party who must pay the costs. Section 32 amends
section 30 of the Court and Court Officers Act
2002. The effect of the amendment is that interest
on legal costs shall not be payable until the
amount of costs is agreed by the parties or until
the costs are taxed and measured. Thereafter the
costs will bear interest at the rates specified from
time to time.

1 o’clock

Senators will be aware that the Central
Criminal Court sits outside Dublin on occasion
and it is necessary, therefore, to facilitate the

administration of that new
arrangement. This is done in section
34, which amends section 38 of the

Court Officers Act 1926, to provide for the
carrying out of the functions of the registrar of
the Central Criminal Court by the local county
registrar or a member of the staff of the local
Circuit Court office, where the Central Criminal
Court is sitting at that location.

Sections 35 to 42 address the implications of
the Valuation Act 2001 for court jurisdiction in
property matters, mainly in respect of the Circuit
Court. At present, jurisdiction is determined on
the basis of rateable valuation. The jurisdiction
given to the Circuit Court is where the rateable
valuation does not exceed \253.95. The
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introduction in the Valuation Act 2001 of a new
valuation system which more accurately reflects
current property values requires a modification
of those provisions. The sections change the limit
from \253.95 rateable valuation to a market value
of \3 million. The term “market value” is defined.

The Bill has enormous significance for
plaintiffs taking personal injuries actions and
defendants. The procedural changes in sections 7
to 12 will mean that actions must be brought
sooner and that full information must be
provided by all parties. The provisions of the Bill
dealing with verifying affidavits, false evidence
and fraudulent actions will seriously reduce the
number of false and exaggerated “trying it on”
type claims. The Bill in no way compromises the
right to compensation for genuine plaintiffs. It is
even-handed as between the parties but is
formulated to cut out the abuses which have
threatened to discredit our legal system.

I look forward to the contributions of Senators.
I will take account of views expressed and will
consider carefully any amendments tabled. I am
considering a number of issues which could be
the subject of amendments at a later stage.

The Bill, together with the Personal Injuries
Assessment Board Act, the road safety measures
being taken under the auspices of the Minister for
Transport, Deputy Brennan, and other measures
in the Government’s insurance reform
programme, will combine to greatly alleviate the
cost burden on business and the insured public, a
burden which has been increasing over the years.
If Members need any proof of that they should
read today’s newspapers and articles about
people shopping around in search of reduced
insurance costs. For the first time, there is
downward competitive pressure on insurance
premiums and consumers are enjoying the fruits
of the new policies which are beginning to work
their way through the insurance market.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Ms Terry: I wish to share three minutes of my
time with Senator Coghlan.

An Cathaoirleach: Is that agreed? Agreed.

Ms Terry: I welcome the Minister back to the
House to deal with this second item on our
agenda for today.

The background to this Bill lies in the fact that
Ireland has become immersed in a compensation
culture. It is unfortunate that, when they have
accidents, many people feel they are entitled to
compensation. We are all obliged to pay for that
attitude. The emergence of the culture to which I
refer has led to false and greatly exaggerated
claims. Everyone will agree that many of the
claims which have been made were false.
Claimants have not been alone in pursuing
claims. They have been helped by members of the
legal profession in seeking compensation. This is
undesirable.

As the Minister stated, claims of a false or
exaggerated nature only add to insurance costs.
I am glad that competition has increased in the
insurance area and that some reductions have
been forthcoming. The Bill will provide major
assistance in terms of tackling false insurance
claims, thereby bringing about a reduction in
insurance costs, but why was it not brought
forward sooner? I accept that the Minister was
not a member of the previous Government.
However, Fianna Fáil and the Progressive
Democrats have been in power for seven years. I
would have welcomed the Bill’s introduction at
an earlier stage but we must deal with it now.

Many of the Bill’s provisions seem to restate
existing practice. It does not, therefore, contain a
great deal of new material. Section 5 deals with
the application of the Bill and states that various
sections will only apply to actions brought after
the legislation commences. I am not sure what the
word “brought” means in that instance.

Mr. M. McDowell: Commenced.

Ms Terry: I thank the Minister. There appear
to be two related concepts in the Bill, namely,
“brought” and “accrued”, and it is important that
we should clarify their exact application.

The reduction of the Statute of Limitations
period from three years to one is dramatic.
Medical personnel would argue that some injuries
do not manifest themselves for quite some time.
Even if they materialise and heal within one year
and recur, a person could be denied the
opportunity to initiate a legitimate claim. While I
agree that the three-year period is too long, we
should reconsider decreasing it to one year,
particularly in the case of people who may have
legitimate claims which arise outside that period.

I welcome section 8 which states that personal
injury actions will operate according to the rules
of the court. In other words, they will be dealt
with swiftly. I understand that something similar
to a timetable is in place for judicial review
actions, where each step in the legal process is
supposed to happen within a set timeframe.
However, I am informed by legal practitioners,
that this timetable is rarely, if ever, observed.
Foot-dragging and delaying continue to slow
down these cases. Adjournments and time
extensions are commonplace. There is nothing in
section 8 which leads me to believe that personal
injury actions will be dealt with any more swiftly
than at present.

Notices for particulars are already used in
personal injury and other cases. I fail to see how
section 10 will improve on this practice. Similarly,
section 11 specifies the contents of a defence. The
Minister is aware that it is really a formality
because everything is denied and contested. This
does little to assist in resolving the case. Section
11 does nothing to improve on the current
position and the same can be said of section 12.

I welcome section 13. It is a sad reflection on
our society that claimants will be required to
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swear an affidavit before making claims.
However, this is what we have driven ourselves
to. This is the most important provision in the
Bill. The success of the legislation will either
stand or fall on the basis of this section. Claimants
who have to swear affidavits will think twice
about the veracity of the information on their
claim forms. However, a measure such as this is
only as strong as its level of enforcement. Day
after day judges express preference for the
evidence of one witness over another. We
frequently hear about judges labelling witnesses
as unreliable or untruthful. However, we hear
about few cases of perjury being taken. In
contrast, there have been a number of high
profile cases of perjury in the UK. Two of these
involved former politicians, Lord Archer and
Jonathan Aitken, who were both jailed for
admitting perjury and perverting the course of
justice. It is clear that the offence of perjury is far
better policed in other jurisdictions. It is,
therefore, reasonable to conclude that their oaths
are more closely adhered to than is currently the
case in Ireland. Until that matter is addressed, the
effectiveness of section 13 will be quite limited.

Sections 21 and 22 are connected with this and
their success will again be dependent on how
frequently these provisions are enforced. It has
always been an offence to produce false evidence
and there is nothing new in these provisions in
that regard. Perhaps the Minister might move
more swiftly towards putting the common law
offence of perjury on a statutory footing, rather
than dealing with it in this higgledy-piggledy way.

I welcome the introduction of mediation. Many
cases are settled before they reach court.
Formalising the process in this way might help to
ensure that cases are settled earlier. The final
offer measures provided for in section 16 are
along the same lines as the court lodgement
procedure already in place. I welcome section 19
which allows the court to appoint experts. This
will hopefully relegate conflicting reports to the
past and should help speed up cases.

Section 25 is the offence provision. It is drafted
in such a way as to indicate that offences under
this Bill are primarily indictable. However,
section 2 introduces the potential for protracted
legal argument. It will enable someone charged
with an offence to drive a coach and four through
this Bill and effectively allow him or her to evade
the most severe penalties.

In some ways this Bill is a textbook example of
how not to legislate. It primarily deals with
making claims but it also deals with a number of
varied and unconnected matters. Chapter 1 goes
on a complete tangent and deals with the issue of
dormant court accounts. Chapter 2 lists 12
innocuously entitled “miscellaneous provisions”
which make some significant changes. The first
change is that thein camera rule as we know it
will no longer exist. The level of secrecy attached
to family law proceedings has been so restrictive
that it has hampered any meaningful study of this

area of law and of our society. I am in favour of
the relaxation of the in camera rule to allow
official law reporting to be expanded. I also
welcome a proposal of this kind to allow studies
to be conducted of the family law courts. This will
give us a greater understanding of the working of
the family law courts and, in particular, it will give
us a clearer picture of the kind of orders being
made in this area. However, I would not be in
favour of relaxing the in camera rule to allow
journalistic coverage of family law cases. In that
context, the element of privacy that attaches to
these cases must remain.

In keeping with this tenor of diversity, the Bill
also deals with interest on costs and finally seems
to eliminate the concept of rateable valuation
from legislation and replaces it with the more
accessible idea of market value. This is to be
welcomed although I do not think I saw hundreds
of angry protesters calling for such a radical
reform. I generally welcome the Bill.

Mr. Coghlan: I welcome the Minister and the
measures in the Bill designed to tackle fraudulent
claims. The Bill is one of a series of measures the
Government has introduced in order to tackle the
problem of increased insurance costs, with which
we are all so concerned. In response to business
and consumer concerns about the high cost of
insurance, a number of initiatives designed to
tackle the high cost of insurance have been
introduced. The commencement of the Personal
Insurance Assessment Board Bill, studies by the
Competition Authority into the insurance sector
and various other measures were trumpeted as
a means of reducing premia for consumers and
businesses. The Joint Committee on Enterprise
and Small Business is also concerned about his
matter on which we have produced an interim
report and are engaged is ongoing work.
Regrettably, the insurance industry seems to be
dragging its heels in reducing premia while at the
same time chalking up massive increases in
profitability. Everyone in this House will have
noted with some concern the extensive profits
reported by the main insurance companies in
Ireland in recent weeks. It is remarkable that a
sector which was reportedly on its knees 12 to 18
months ago has managed to stage a Lazarus-like
recovery. I have an uneasy sense that the
insurance industry may have manipulated the
situation to overstate losses and engage in
scaremongering so that a more profitable
operating environment can be created for it. To
the extent that this Bill is part of the
Government’s response to that reported
insurance crisis, I hope the Government will
extract a quid pro quo from the insurance sector
through massive reductions in premiums instead
of some minor tinkering.

I welcome the Bill generally. The reforms
proposed therein are long overdue, even if there
had not been any insurance crisis. Anybody who
has had experience of civil litigation will know
how many aspects of court procedure are
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outdated, archaic and regressive. Tort reform has
been long overdue and many of the measures
proposed in this Bill will go a considerable
distance towards modernising processes and
procedures. However, it is important that when
introducing this legislation, specifically the
aspects that have been dictated by the insurance
lobby, we must rigorously assess any measures
that restrict or alter the fundamental rights of
citizens. I am particularly concerned about the
impact of the reduction of the limitation period
from three years to one year on claimants who
have suffered serious injuries in accidents or as a
result of medical negligence. I note the comments
from certain patients’ groups which suggest that
reducing the limitation period will be unjust as
many seriously injured people are not in a
position to mount a claim after just one year or
are uncertain about their prognosis and treatment
at such an early stage. It is vital that the Minister
reviews the proposals in the Bill to reduce the
limitation period so that people who are
recovering from serious injury and not in a
position to contemplate litigation, or are
otherwise unable to be certain as to the extent of
their injuries, are not at a disadvantage. It would
be regrettable if this Bill, purportedly to address
concerns raised by the insurance industry,
conferred an advantage on the industry by
discriminating against people who have suffered
the most traumatic and stressful injuries. I know
the Minister is a fair minded man and I am sure
it is not his intention to present such difficulties
for people. I hope he will therefore address this
issue and the concerns that have been raised by
patients’ groups, professional organisations and
practitioners on Committee Stage.

Mr. Kett: I welcome the Bill. The Minister is to
be congratulated on his ongoing commitment to
ensure that the changes required in legislation for
the times we live in are occupying his mind. While
I might feel overworked as a result of this, I
believe the Minister is making a meaningful
contribution to the laws of this land.

This Bill will be welcomed by many,
particularly those who have been taken to the
cleaners by unscrupulous individuals over the
years. The Bill provides for changes in actions to
recover damages for personal injuries, the
disposal of parts of the funds of suitors vested in
the accountant of the courts of justice; it amends
the law on civil liability and the in camera rule on
family law procedures, to name but a few.

With the help of our new-found friend, the
closed circuit television camera, we have seen
some unscrupulous individuals setting up
fraudulent claims. On national television we have
seen someone acting his best and falling in a
public toilet, with the help of his comrades in
arms. People were doing these things because
they knew that under the existing laws the
chances were that they would get away with
them. Insurance companies will not fight a claim
for \5,000, or maybe even \10,000, because they

believe it is a cheaper option for them to settle.
That has certainly been the case.

I was involved in a case where an individual
brought a claim against the company for which I
worked which was completely fraudulent. I
presume the individual’s solicitor took the case
on a no foal, no fee basis. They assumed it would
be settled on the steps of the court. That did not
happen in this case because I decided that the
company would fight it all the way. The solicitor
walked into court on the morning the case was
due to be heard and stated that his client was not
pursuing the case any further. He then walked
out and we were left with a bill of £5,500. In a
case like this, the solicitor involved should have
borne the brunt of the costs as we were left with
a bill for a bogus claim. There are solicitors out
there who encourage people to take this kind of
action on a no foal, no fee basis. They know that
if it goes to court they will lose, but they work on
the basis that it will not go to court. Therefore
they will end up with a fee and the individual who
brings the action will end up with a fraudulent
claim. Sections 21 and 22 will take care of this
situation as it will now be an offence to knowingly
give false information in a personal injuries claim,
either to swear it by affidavit or through a
solicitor. Under section 25, if people give a false
declaration, they will be liable to a fine of
\100,000, ten years in prison or both or, if
summarily tried in a District Court, they will be
fined \3,000 or receive one year in prison or both.
That will focus the mind, if I have read it
correctly.

The Bill also proposes that the proceeds of
dormant funds will be used for the maintenance
and general upkeep of court services. There is an
urgent need — I am sure the Minister, as
someone who works in the industry, will agree
with me — to bring our criminal courts up to
speed. We must ensure that people assisting the
State as witnesses are provided with a proper
waiting area and are not placed in situations
which would allow them to be intimidated by the
accused or his or her friends. They should also be
permitted to enter the court by a different
entrance and should remain out of the gaze of the
accused or his or her friends because it is possible
to identify a person from afar. The current
system, because of the lay-out of our courts and
so on, places witnesses in situations where
intimidation can occur.

The Accounting Officer for the Courts Service,
when before a joint Oireachtas committee,
informed us of plans to develop a new complex. I
believe the complex in Lagan is a sight to behold.
Hopefully our complex can be developed in a
similar way. The Minister said he has available to
him \6.4 million in dormant funds and perhaps
some of that money can be used to support such
a development.

What onus is on the courts’ accountant to seek
out the owners of dormant funds, some of whom
may be deceased or may not, for whatever
reason, be in a position to claim them? Given that
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such funds are held in the courts’ bank accounts,
which the accountant controls, does he or she
have authority to invest such funds in an
investment portfolio? If he or she does so and is
fortunate to make money on them, will that be
courts’ money or will it be used to enhance the
value of the award made in the first instance?

I believe I am correct in assuming that where
the accountant in his or her wisdom decides to
spend a portion of those funds and a person later
makes a claim, the Minister for Finance must
make up the difference and the Minister will then
have a hand on the court accountant in terms of
how much he or she can spend? Is it true that the
accountant can spend all but 2.5% of the funds?

Other speakers referred to mediation. I fully
agree with the provision whereby the courts may
now request a party to a personal injuries claim
to mediate, where possible. It is also proposed
that the court will, if it sees fit, appoint a
chairman with the agreement of all parties to
oversee such mediation. I understand such a
chairperson can be a barrister of not less than five
years’ standing. It is important to note that the
chairperson, if appointed, cannot reveal his or her
notes and they cannot be used by either party in
terms of a defence thereafter. That is a wise
provision. I would encourage mediation which is
the always the cheapest option. This provision
will encourage people to use the facility rather
than take the expensive route of court
proceedings. Also, the chairperson of such
mediation must submit a report to the courts
based on his on her findings. It is important to
note that a person who fails to comply for any
reason may be subject to all costs. Mediation
should be sought in the first instance because it is
less threatening, is out of the public eye, is
confidential, is more humane and is a saving on
court, barristers’ and solicitors’ time. In that
situation, everyone can be a winner.

We recently discussed the issue of domestic
violence and Senators availed of the opportunity
to commend the work being done by voluntary
organisations in this area. We heard many
staggering statistics during that debate. The
family law courts do vital work in ensuring
women and children receive necessary protection
from abuse and violence. The most recent figures
available indicate that in 2002, 4,067 barring
orders were applied for, of which 1,740 were
granted, and of the 2,840 safety orders applied
for, 1,187 were granted. Women also access the
courts for maintenance, custody and judicial
divorce and separation orders. It is an indictment
of the male population that 90% of all
applications are from women. The Minister will
be pleased to note that Women’s Aid, one of the
fine organisations of which I am speaking,
supports the Bill, in particular the relaxation of
the in camera rule in a manner which protects
the privacy and anonymity of those accessing the
courts. That organisation believes that rather

than deterring them, this will encourage women
to take cases in the future.

I welcome the reduction in the Statute of
Limitations from three years to one year. It will,
apart from anything else, alleviate much of the
pressure on courts. However, I wonder whether
a problem arises as regards a patient damaged as
a result of medical negligence. I am sure the
Minister is aware of the current debate on historic
medical indemnity whereby doctors and
consultants are seeking the protection of the
Minister for Health and Children regarding past
events. Experience indicates that people
generally do not pursue medical negligence for
compensation. They take such actions based on
the fact they do not feel well and following
consultation with their GPs or staff at the hospital
where the procedure was performed. Also, they
often discover having watched a medical
programme on television that the problems they
are encountering are caused by a procedure they
underwent in the past. Can an extension to the
one year be applied in cases where people do not
discover for many years that their problems were
caused by a procedure they underwent in the
past?

I welcome the Bill which, like all other
legislation introduced by this Minister, is thought
provoking. The Minister is bringing us into the
21st century in terms of legislation in this area. I
wish him well with the Bill.

Dr. Henry: I wish to share time with Senator
Norris.

An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?
Agreed.

Dr. Henry: I welcome the Minister and the Bill.
I will begin with the parts of the Bill I like best.

I am delighted the Minister will spend dormant
funds from suitors. We constantly hear
complaints about the condition of many of our
courts from witnesses and families of victims. I
welcome the Minister’s proposals in that regard.
However, I think more resources will be required
from the central fund because a great deal of
money needs to be spent on the courts, an area
in which we have not spent money for decades.
We are unable to provide people involved in
injury cases with private rooms to discuss issues
with their doctors or solicitors. That proposal is
to be welcomed. Like other Senators, I have some
concern about the reduction to one year from
three years of the Statute of Limitations. I was
glad to hear Senator Kett make that point also,
particularly in terms of personal injuries due to
medical negligence.

There is a great deal of confusion about the
ongoing discussion on enterprise liabilities as to
who is liable for personal injuries. Are we still
insured under the Medical Defence Union and
the Medical Protection Society? There may be a
state of flux regarding who is responsible for what
here and it is hoped we will be able to settle many
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enterprise liability cases before they come before
the courts.

From a medical point of view I am rather
concerned about the disclosure of medical history
in section 10. We have to be very careful with
that. We cannot have people who suffered a
serious back injury as a result of falling down the
stairs in their own home while drunk coming in,
having suffered a minor accident, and making a
personal claim attributing all their problems to
the new injury. In general, however, when a
doctor has to complete claim forms he or she is
supposed to record the past history of the patient
and I would not like to think there would not be
trawling, to use the word the Minister used, in
that respect. We have to be very careful about
that because that could be very wrong.

The mediation conference sounds like a very
good idea but in view of the fact that we now
have the Personal Injuries Assessment Board
where those who are in agreement, and where
liability is not disputed, have the opportunity to
settle their cases before going to court, I wonder
how many people will be able to get in an
agreeable frame of mind to go into these
mediation situations. They are very well
described, and it is welcome also that any
conversations that take place with whoever is the
expert should not be disclosed in the court, but I
wonder if this will be another layer of
bureaucracy where matters will be delayed. Like
Senator Kett, I am a believer in mediation and
good luck to it. It will be great if it works.

I am concerned also about the experts. The
Minister particularly referred to doctors but I
wonder if he has talked to the medical profession
about this aspect. I have complained in the past
that the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform appears to decide that the medical
profession will do something without having had
much discussion with them. It would be terrible
if we established a group of experts in the courts
who were just a subsection of the medical
profession. I would not welcome that. It is much
better to have people in clinical practice who
have to turn up for one or the other. I say beware
of two expert people. Also, does the injured
person have any choice as to whether they will
accept the expert because it appears they will
have to pay for them? Experts could become
notorious and people might say they do not want
this or that expert because they know what he or
she said on a particular case. I am concerned
about the experts in that section and I would like
to hear some more about it.

I am very pleased that the Minister is changing
the situation regarding the in camera rule in the
family courts, an issue we have discussed with
him here on a previous occasion. It is a welcome
change but I am a little concerned that it is not
what many of us sought. In 2001, the working
group on a courts commission recommended that
a barrister should be allowed go into court and
report, in an anonymous manner, on cases while
ensuring the privacy of those present, and that

the people involved had to give their agreement.
It does not appear to me that will happen. It
appears some sort of transcript will come from
the Courts Service. The Minister is shaking his
head; I am delighted to see that. I hope that what
was suggested by the working group will be
implemented because we need someone to go
into court and report these cases. I do not believe
people understand the seriousness of the cases in
the family law courts. This is a welcome move
and it is important, from the point of view of
sociologists, to be able to get some idea of the
volume and type of cases going before the courts.
Do many of them concern non-nationals? Is there
a particular problem in various areas of the
country that needs to be addressed? I welcome
the fact that this area is being opened up because
we might be able to make a difference to the lives
of the people who go before the family law
courts.

The Minister said in his contribution that he
has had representations from various
organisations, including Women’s Aid and the
Rape Crisis Centre, which he will examine. One
of those is that a specialist from one of these
organisations would attend the court with victims
of domestic violence in particular. I am sure we
can address that type of area on Committee
Stage. I welcome the legislation and look forward
to Committee Stage.

Mr. Norris: I am very grateful to my colleague,
Senator Henry, for allowing me to share time. I
only need a short amount of time because I have
just a couple of points to make upon which I have
been briefed.

The first point, which may have been covered,
is the question of the time limit for taking legal
action. I have had strong representations on this
point and although it looks more efficient to
reduce the limitation from three years to 12
months, I have been persuaded, and I ask the
Minister to at least keep an open mind on this
issue, by the information given to me. In
particular, reference was made to the tragic case
in the Drogheda hospital where a number of
women had their wombs removed and other
apparently unnecessary gynaecological
procedures imposed upon them. That is
traumatic. The history of this area illustrates that
one needs a certain amount of time to do it and
I would like to record the type of thing that has
been made clear to me. In the initial phase,
people do not normally take action with a view
to getting compensation. They are looking for
information. They want to find out what
happened and that often takes a considerable
time, perhaps six months to a year, during which
time they are fobbed off. They may go to their
general practitioner. They could be nervous and
they gradually realise that something has
happened that was not quite right, and eventually
they go to law. At that stage they start looking
for records and very often there could be
obfuscation in that regard. It is only when this
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process has been exhausted and they start going
to law and seeking legal advice. Very often this is
a desperate plea for help at that point and it may
be that the 12 months has been exhausted
through the initial concern, confusion, talking to
the GP, not quite knowing what is going on,
getting more anxious and perhaps even a little
angry. They then start looking for records and
find that the records have been mislaid or it takes
a long time to get them. There may not be a
sufficient number of staff in the health services or
whatever. By that stage a year may have passed
and under this proposal they will be in
considerable difficulty.

The other point made to me on this issue is
that it will probably increase rather than decrease
legal fees because there will be the additional
defence of delay in medical negligence cases. This
may well increase the number of cases initiated.

The other issues are more directly concerned
with the in camera rule. Like Senator Henry, I
welcome that aspect of the Bill because it is
particularly important that we have this
information.

I hope I am not rehashing material but specific
actions have been requested by groups that
approached me which I believe are important. I
am assuming they have not been put in detail on
the record; if that is the case I am happy to
quickly do so. There is a recommendation that a
significant feature of all family law cases to be
heard should include the following: the age,
gender, nationality and if necessary, family status
of the applicants; the age and number of children;
the number and nature of applications and
whether any previous orders exist; whether
domestic violence was alleged as part of the
application; legal representation, whether availed
of and the type, private or legal aid; Garda and
health board intervention, if any; and the
outcome of the application.

It is worthwhile putting these things down to
ensure we get all this material. Under the
Domestic Violence Act 1996 the information
gathered should include the nature of the alleged
violence, whether physical, psychological,
emotional, sexual, social or financial and whether
children were abused, the use of a weapon, details
of breaches of orders and the outcome of
applications to include sanctions imposed by the
criminal courts. This information should be
collected by a registered officer of the court.

Another useful suggestion is that the family law
reporting project should be resurrected. I know
perfectly well the Minister knows a great deal
more about this than I do. However, so that
somebody subsequently reading the record may
know what I am talking about, it was a pilot
project undertaken by the Courts Service of
Ireland for the period of one year to report on
family cases in the Dublin Circuit and District
Courts. Its aim was to give the public, court users,
legal practitioners and the media a more
consistent picture of the working of the family

courts and the approach by which judges made
decisions. It provided general information to the
public and collated meaningful statistics on the
work of the Family Court. This goes to the heart
of the idea of openness, transparency and
accountability. For justice to work it is always
useful for the public to know the way in which
it works and to have access to the maximum of
information, but I accept that people’s privacy
should be respected. Under the Bill being
introduced by the Minister this will happen and
there will be the two objectives of protecting the
privacy of the individual and at the same time
collecting information that is useful both to the
general public and in the formation of policy. We
ought to know as much as possible in this
sensitive area.

I would like to raise a final matter that one
could argue is related since I have raised the issue
of privacy. I appeal to the Minister to look at a
particular situation. I speak as a fully paid-up
member of the National Union of Journalists. I
refer to the noxious practice widespread
throughout all newspapers, not just the tabloids
but also the broadsheets and those that regard
themselves as the pinnacle of excellence in this
country, of printing the names, addresses, family
details, job status and sometimes the photographs
of the individuals and the residence of persons
who are accused. That should be put outside the
law. I know it is said the court is a public place.
It is a public place for those who go there. No
subsequent retraction can redress the damage
done to individuals. If the details of one’s house,
occupation, name, number of children etc. is
splashed across the pages of newspapers and one
is acquitted or found not guilty ten months later,
the damage is done. Even if a there is a front page
retraction, there is the residue effect that “there
is no smoke without a fire”. That is grossly unfair
and I do not think a public good is served by
printing the names, addresses, occupations and
photographs of persons who are accused. This is
often done in rather difficult, unpleasant and
squalid cases.

I wish to refer to a situation which did not, in
fact, involve an accused person. In today’s
newspaper is a sad tragic story of a young girl
who, for whatever reason, made completely
bogus allegations of rape. Supposing she had
accused somebody and that the man had his
photograph, name, address and job printed in the
newspaper, what good would an apology do? It is
not good enough to plead he was only accused
and the record would be put straight by printing
details of his acquittal on the back page. I suggest
the Minister should look at that. I believe he
would have the support of the House if he did
something in this area.

Ms Feeney: I welcome the Bill and the
Minister. He will have a swelled head with all the
compliments for the wonderful pieces of
legislation he is introducing.
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I hope I do not sound rude when I say this Bill
seems to be long overdue. However, now that he
has introduced it, it is much to be welcomed. For
too long the State and its people have been held
to ransom by those referred to by the Minister,
who bring bogus claims and hike up premiums,
whether motor or house insurance, business
liability or whatever. He rightly points to persons
misleading the courts by making bogus claims and
walking away with large awards. Thank God
something is coming in now that will do away
with that.

The Minister must be bored stiff, though he
does not appear so, with the repetition since
Members all seem to have the same things to ask
him about. I would like to talk about the in
camera rule. I welcome, however limited in
degree, the way he is lifting this ruling. We have
all been contacted by Women’s Aid. It welcomes
this, as other speakers have said.

I know heretofore that a recommendation was
put forward and a barrister attended the Courts
Service of Ireland with a specific mandate to take
notes. However, the legislation did not provide
that she could remain there and that no longer
pertains. I appreciate that Senator Henry has
already raised that with the Minister. I hope this
legislation will provide for transcripts to be
available. As regards the data gathered every
year by the Courts Service, perhaps there could
be more by way of a breakdown rather than just
outcome numbers. A gender breakdown of
applicants and respondents would be useful.
Perhaps people could be told why their
applications were not successful. A person
making another application for an order in a
month or six months time, say, should have the
right to know where he or she had gone wrong,
previously, whether he or she not provide the
right information or too much or whatever. It
would help if people could have some insight
into that.

I know there are no guidelines as regards the
Domestic Violence Act 1996. It has always
amazed me that one judge may have a reputation
for issuing orders without too much difficulty,
while others are “tighter”. Perhaps the Minister
could look at this, if not in this Bill then in
subsequent legislation.

Another concern is the special support
agencies. They have made recommendations for
victims, normally women, who seek orders to
bring persons into the court with them. We are
all familiar with the “McKenzie friend”, as
allowed for victims of rape. The Minister could
examine this. I know women who are involved in
this type of work. They say it is difficult for a
woman who feels vulnerable and threatened to
go into an unfamiliar system on her own, without
anyone to help her.

As a member of the Medical Council of
Ireland, I can say that people normally make
complaints to the council because they just feel
aggrieved. They want someone to sit down with
them, say they are sorry, that things went wrong,

which should not have happened, that no real
harm was done, but to come and talk about the
matter so it can be cleared up. Perhaps the
Minister might examine that. I know he is open to
suggestions. Further to Senator Norris’s last point
about how journalists behave, I believe that
somebody should haul them in. We saw the
terrible case of the killing outside Club Anabel.
A young female who acted as an independent
witness was torn apart by the broadsheets and the
tabloids. That innocent girl was made into a
victim herself. It is appalling that people can be
treated like that. It does the justice system no
good. People will go under cover if they feel that
they will be exposed and ridiculed in a similar
manner.

Dr. Mansergh: I welcome the Minister and his
officials. This is an important, substantial and,
perhaps slightly unusually, cost-reducing Bill. I
will dwell for a moment on its economic
importance. It is obviously about reducing the
cost of insurance claims and — something on
which the Minister may not have placed undue
emphasis — associated legal costs and, by
extension, the costs on business. There is no
doubt that during the last few years it has become
a major issue at general elections. The cost of
insurance has been a significant issue regarding
the conduct of business in this country. I pay
tribute to several members of the Government,
including the Tánaiste, Deputy Harney, and the
Minister for Transport, Deputy Brennan, who
have been working together in a co-ordinated
strategy to reduce such costs. That is vital for
our competitiveness.

The overall net effect of this legislation is that,
for someone contemplating a gamble on a court
case on fairly flimsy evidence where, at the very
least, the truth is being substantially stretched,
the different dispositions of this legislation will
provide a considerable deterrent. For example,
the third-party medical examination through
previous records and cases being made must be
produced. The Bill will also spare expense on
witnesses, insisting that affidavits be sworn, and
it is also very welcome that the measure will
affect all cases pending. I would not be surprised
if we see one or two cases withdrawn when this
legislation takes effect.

If I have any reservation, it relates to the time.
I can envisage cases of the sort that have come
up with one or two other Bills. Let us imagine
that there is an accident in a school whereby a
great deal of dust, including asbestos, is released.
The person who is injured, perhaps only slightly
to begin with, does not press a claim. Then, two,
three or four years later, the person finds that
what was judged to be only a small injury at the
time is much more serious. I feel that an
exception ought to be made in certain very
serious medical cases, or that at least some
provision should be made for that. It is
undoubtedly the case that well over 90% of
injuries are apparent and should of course be
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claimed for immediately, and it is wide open to
abuse to have a longer period, which makes them
less easy to verify. However, there are
exceptional instances where the extent of an
injury will not become clear in the short term.

I welcome the dispositions relating to witnesses
and the fact that the substance of cases may be
reported without the names. It is also a very good
reform that, in the case of the Supreme Court,
which would involve a keynote case which will
affect a great many costs, other relevant witnesses
may be called so that the full range of issues can
be considered.

I admire the work that the Irish Courts Service
has been doing over several years on the
refurbishment of courts. Money from dormant
accounts will be used for that purpose. Courts fall
into two categories. There are modern or
reasonably modern courthouses which must be
kept up to date and provide modern, decent
comfortable and, indeed, warm facilities. I do not
know how many district justices in the past have
complained about freezing conditions. I draw the
Minister’s attention to the historic court
buildings, of which there are several around the
country. There is the Green Street Courthouse
and that in Tralee. A magnificent job was done
restoring Clonmel Courthouse, where the State
trials took place in 1849. It is perhaps not directly
part of this legislation, but I would like to plant
the thought in the Minister’s mind that provision
might be made on a non-sitting day such as a
Saturday to open those historic courthouses,
which are major buildings in some towns, to the
public, with a guided tour, perhaps with guides
provided by the OPW. Several courthouses in the
country are of very strong cultural interest.

Ms Tuffy: I have no difficulty with legislation
whose purpose is to penalise and try to prevent
fraudulent claims. However, in this legislation,
the balance is weighted against genuine plaintiffs
and claimants and in favour of the defendant and
the insurance industry. Senator Feeney said that
we are all held to ransom by fraudulent claimants.
The vast majority of claimants are genuine, and
many people are genuinely injured but do not
make claims. I accept that one must do something
about fraudulent claimants, but not at the
expense of hurting genuine claimants or deterring
them from taking cases and being properly
compensated for their injuries.

While such information is personal, I am sure
that many people in these Houses have made
claims for accidents in which they have been
involved, with genuine reason for doing so. Many
people in many families do it, and those who
abuse the system are in the minority; it is very
important to point that out. Those involved in the
insurance industry are not charities to look out
for the common good of the people. They are
profit-making organisations.

There are issues concerning legal costs,
fraudulent claims and the level of awards made,

which affects insurance costs. However, the profit
made by the shareholders in the insurance
industry must also be considered. I received
documentation from the Law Society, which
wrote to me about the legislation, which it
generally welcomes, saying that it implements
many of its own proposals. However, it also raises
several important concerns. Listing them might
be helpful to the Minister, who I hope will take
them on board. Its first problem with the
legislation concerns section 6, which amends the
Statute of Limitations (Amendment) Act 1991. I
see no problem with the limitation period being
three years. Three years is a short limitation
period in the context of other limitations in civil
law. The Law Society is concerned that rather
than affecting the bogus claimant, who is aware
that money can be made and does not wait before
initiating a claim, the limitation will affect a
genuine claimant who is more reluctant to make
a claim and who spends time pondering the
matter and talking to people before eventually
deciding to take a case. It is the genuine claimant
who will be affected by this section.

2 o’clock

I would be interested to hear the Minister’s
comment on an example raised by the Law
Society. It is concerned, in particular, about

people who are more seriously
injured. It says that they are more
likely to be detrimentally affected by

this reduced time limit, for example, a person
with a head injury or someone who is
hospitalised. There may be such chaos in their
lives that they will not start to write a letter of
claim within two months or issue proceedings
within a year.

Another example would be a case of medical
negligence. Many families are surrounded by so
much trauma and grief regarding the incident that
could give rise to a personal injury claim that they
do not even conceive of the possibility of medical
negligence and would not be capable of adhering
to the time limits of this and other sections of
the legislation. The Law Society is right to raise
concerns about people caught in this type of
situation.

Another concern is that solicitors will have to
worry about the possibility that they may be
considered negligent if they do not issue
proceedings. The legislation may therefore give
rise to more proceedings being issued as a
protection against professional negligence. The
Law Society and others have raised this issue.

In some situations people do not get round to
initiating proceedings. They might get their
solicitor to write a letter or there may be phone
calls involved. Perhaps a medical report will be
handed to the insurance company and they settle
with that. This legislation may discourage this
type of arrangement, which reduces legal costs
between the two sides. People will now be
conscious of the time limits and the defendant
will know these limits are very much on his side.

The Law Society has other concerns apart from
the penalisation of genuine claimants. It feels the
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legislation will discourage proper investigation of
cases because it may no longer be feasible to
carry out lengthy investigations before the issuing
of proceedings. This will have a destructive effect
on the process. The legislation for the Personal
Injuries Assessment Board provided for a
temporary suspension of time under the Statute
of Limitations. The PIAB does not apply to
medical or clinical cases and many claims are
excluded from its remit. Even if the PIAB allows
for the suspension of time, proceedings will
probably still issue in under less than two years.

The Statute of Limitations is very strict with
regard to personal injury cases but in other torts
the period is generally six years. The Law Society
cites the example of a large corporation involved
in a commercial dispute. It would have five times
as much time to decide whether to pursue
another party for breach of contract than a citizen
who suffered personal injuries. This is an
imbalance in the overall scheme of Statute of
Limitations.

The society mentions other areas which will be
damaged by this new time limit. It suggests that
a letter of claim would provide adequate
information to a defendant of an intended case,
without the imposition of this additional time
limit. It considers that this change will infringe
fundamental human rights and the European
Convention of Human Rights Act 2003.

With regard to a letter of claim, section 7(1)
states “A person who intends to bring a personal
injuries action shall, not later than 2 months after
the date of accrual of the cause of action, or the
date of knowledge...serve a notice in writing on
the wrongdoer or alleged wrongdoer”. Failure to
write such a letter results in the plaintiff,
potentially, being penalised and entailing the risk
of costs. There is no similar obligation on a
defendant to furnish a letter of admission of
liability within, for example, two months of
receipt of a letter of claim which may result in the
awarding of damages to a plaintiff who has been
put through the stress and trauma of pursuing a
valid claim. This is an example of imbalance
between what is required of the plaintiff and a
defendant under this legislation.

Section 7 also fails to have appropriate regard
for circumstances where severe injuries have left
the party incapacitated or hospitalised and unable
to write the letter of claim. Through no fault of
their own such people then have to go cap in
hand to the court seeking a concession as to why
an order for costs should not be made against
them for not providing this letter of claim within
the time limit. This may affect overall costs. If
they win the claim, it could result in a reduction
in the costs to which they are entitled or involve
an additional cost for which they are liable. The
Law Society feels this section is unrealistic and
that it will be breached without blame in the
majority of cases. Instead, it suggests that the
section should impose a requirement on the
plaintiff to write a letter of action in adequate
time before the issue of proceedings. If not, the

court would then be entitled to penalise the
plaintiff.

I have some general concerns about Part 2
which singles out personal injury claims — I
already gave examples of longer time limits in
other torts or where a company might decide to
pursue another party — and stigmatises them
within the court system. This is very much the
tenor of this debate and of much debate in these
Houses. I agree that we need to do something
about bogus claims. However, we must consider
that the majority of claimants are genuine and we
must protect their rights.

People often do not realise how significant an
injury is at the time, particularly if they are
involved in a road accident. If a truck runs into
the back of a car, it could be a year before the
car driver feels the detrimental effects of the
impact. I was involved in that type of accident
two years ago. I still feel the effects of it. I took
a claim, rightfully, and I have no problem
admitting to that.

I wish to point out what I think is an error in
the Bill, something I hope the Minister will
amend. It concerns section 11(3) which begins
“Where a defendant fails to comply with this
section”. I understand from the Minister that he
agrees the word in 11(3)(a)(i) should be
“defendant” and not “plaintiff”.

Mr. M. McDowell: I should be sanctioned.

Ms Tuffy: Exactly.

Mr. M. McDowell: I am told there is another
similar error somewhere.

Ms Tuffy: I will raise additional points on
Committee Stage. The Law Society has expressed
concerns about mediation. It said that this would
add additional costs to the system, as opposed to
reducing costs, and would put pressure on the
plaintiff to bow to the wishes of an insurance
company. Pressure could be brought to bear on
the plaintiff at that stage and this needs to be
taken into account.

I referred earlier to the balance being tipped
against the plaintiff, but there is not the same
provision for defendants. In regard to the
verifying affidavit, my understanding is that there
are only certain circumstances where the
defendant has to provide that. The defendant
does not appear to have to sign an affidavit if he
elects to contest a claim. He or she may make
assertions and allegations including, for example,
specifics of claims for negligence on the part of
other parties and they do not have to provide an
affidavit in that circumstance. The Minister stated
that it looks to both parties; if that is the case it
should be reflected in the legislation. I intend to
propose an amendment to that effect on
Committee Stage.

I welcome the in camera rule and request that
it be introduced for child abduction cases. I do
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not think it is covered by the legislation and this
should be considered.

Mr. P. Burke: I welcome the Minister and the
Bill, which is worthy legislation. Like Senator
Tuffy, I hope genuine claimants will not become
victims of the Bill.

I was told recently of a case where a person
was quoted \1,800 for car insurance. Because of
the high nature of the quote he telephoned
another company which quoted him \500. He
next went to a broker, a group about which
Senator Ross has much to say. In fairness to the
broker, in this case he said the best he could do
was a quote of \1,100, but he suggested that the
man get in touch with the company concerned
directly. When he did so, the company gave him
a quote for \800. Ultimately one company was
underwriting the quotes for all these various
companies as well as the broker. In many cases it
is people who have insurance for a number of
years who are being fleeced.

In recent years the extent to which first-time
drivers were being fleeced has been exposed,
whether they were put on their parents insurance
or were insured in their own right. Currently it is
those who have policies for a number of years
who are being fleeced. Unless people shop
around they will be fleeced. I am not sure it will
be the case, but I hope the Bill can address some
of those issues. Will the Minister convey what I
said to his colleague the Tánaiste and Minister for
Enterprise, Trade and Employment?

Section 34 deals with the provision for the
carrying out of functions of the registrar to the
Central Criminal Court by the local county
registrar or a member of staff of the local Circuit
Court office when the Central Criminal Court is
sitting at that location. The Courts Service did
great work recently in upgrading courts. In some
cases, courts are sitting on a full-time basis. Is it
the intention of the Minister that the county
registrar will have to second a member of his or
her staff on a full-time basis to the Central
Criminal Court when it is sitting? Will county
registrars be allowed additional staff in such
cases? I hope the Minister will address this
matter.

Sections 35 to 42 address the implications of
the Valuation Act 2001 for court jurisdiction in
property matters, mainly in so far as the Circuit
Court is concerned. That jurisdiction is currently
determined by reference to rateable valuation
and gives the Circuit Court jurisdiction where the
rateable valuation does not exceed \253.95. The
Valuation Act 2001 provides for a new valuation
system which will more accurately reflect current
property values and the courts’ jurisdiction needs
to be modified to reflect this. These sections
change the jurisdiction limit of \253.95 rateable
valuation to a market value of \3 million. These
sections do not cover the family home. Rateable
valuations are set for the country and it is
possible to find out what they are.

Mr. M. McDowell: They have been abolished.
If one builds a new house one will not get a
rateable valuation any more. If one builds a
mansion, nobody will come out and value it.

Mr. P. Burke: Does the legislation completely
abolish rateable valuations?

Mr. M. McDowell: It substitutes market value
for rateable valuation.

Mr. P. Burke: This is the legal framework for
doing it. I was concerned about cases where one
might have a rateable valuation but the need to
obtain a current market value would require the
services of auctioneers or valuers. I am delighted
the Minister clarified that point.

Mr. M. McDowell: The point raised in regard
to rateable valuation reflects the new law. The
old system of valuation has been swept away.
Premises that are subject to rates are being done
by reference to their open market value. I will
take a look at this measure, however, because it
may be important. One advantage of the rateable
valuation system is that the rate was set and it
was not open to argument. We must ensure that
we do not introduce a system where there is
argument about whether a house is in the
jurisdiction of a Circuit Court or the High Court.
It would be the worst of all worlds if people
started bickering as to which court it should be in
and waving auctioneers’ reports at each other.
That would not be a good idea at all.

In response to Senator Tuffy, child abduction
cases are heard otherwise than in public. The
Amendment of Courts (Supplemental Provisions)
Act 1961 provides for this in section 31 under
minor matters. Her point probably comes under
this remit, but I will check it.

A point that many Members raised, which is
probably the most frequently expressed doubt in
regard to the Bill, is in regard to the
appropriateness of reducing the limitation period
for a person injured from three years to one year.
Some of the criticism expressed in regard to this
proposal is predicated on the assumption that this
amendment will serve to defeat claims of persons
who have difficulty in establishing what exactly
happened to cause their injury. For example, in
regard to medical negligence, it may take a long
time for the injured party to ascertain what went
wrong in the course of a medical procedure,
whether this caused their injury, whether doctors,
nurses or other staff were to blame for the
outcome and so on.

Section 6 merely changes three years to one
year. It does not change the date from which the
limitation period begins to run. That remains as
provided for in the Statute of Limitations
(Amendment) Act 1991. That Act provides that
a personal injuries action shall not be brought
after the expiration of three years from the date
on which the cause of action accrued or the date
of knowledge, if later, of the relevant person. The
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date of knowledge is defined as the date upon
which the person first had knowledge of the
following facts: that the person alleged to have
been injured had been injured — if one does not
know that one has been injured the date of
knowledge has not arrived; that the injury in
question was significant — if one fell down a
stairs and grazed one’s hand and set off a reaction
in one’s brain, for example, one might say that
the insignificant injury does not start the clock
running; that the injury was attributable, in whole
or in part, to the act or omission which is alleged
to constitute negligence — this would apply to
somebody who comes out of hospital feeling
awful but knowing what caused the problem; that
the identity of the defendant must be known —
if one does not know who caused the injury or if
one cannot reasonably know this, problems arise;
if it is alleged that the act or omission was that of
a person other than the defendant, the identity of
that person and the additional facts supporting
the bringing of an action against a defendant.

On the period after which action cannot be
brought, I fully accept that the relevant provision
does not dispose of the argument completely, but
it draws attention to the fact that it used to be the
case that the statutory period could expire before
one knew one had a case. This is no longer the
case since 1991. Bearing in mind the provisions of
the 1991 Act, the one year period looks a lot
more generous than it would otherwise appear if
taken as a stark calendar period. How would the
lapse of another two years make it clearer to one,
having had all the knowledge in one’s mind, that
one should bring an action? Some may criticise
the one year period, but three years from the date
of knowledge is a very lengthy period to give
people to make up their minds on the issue.
However, I will reflect upon what has been said
on this matter.

I believe in mediation and do not accept the
reservations of the Law Society in this regard. It
is a good idea and a way of ensuring cases do not
go to court. It involves a mediator trying to bring
the parties together rather than an arbitrator
simply listening to both sides, therefore, it is a
useful function. Let us be practical and realise
that mediation is more useful that the tangling
that occurs between the plaintiff’s and
defendant’s solicitors at settlement sessions in the
Four Courts, in which nobody really tries to act
as mediator. Much bluff and counter-bluff takes
place on these occasions.

Senator Tuffy believed this Bill was, in its
conception, more pro-defendant than pro-
plaintiff. The Law Society, in its oral and verbal
submissions to me in the course of the
preparation of the final text of the Bill, made
similar points. However, we are not dealing with
a symmetrical situation. For instance, it is not the
case that defendants are getting away with
unscrupulous defences too much and that this is
a major social problem. Our problem is that jobs
and the competitiveness of the country, as
Senator Mansergh stated, are being seriously

prejudiced by the fact that the balance was tilted
in the other direction. While I would always claim
to be introducing balanced legislation, I am not
trying to recalibrate this Bill in a way that leaves
the balance more or less as it is. I believe the
balance was excessively pro-plaintiff and I am
moving the balance back — Senator Tuffy is
correct in this regard — so it will be more
significant, in an adverse way, from the point of
view of plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will now be on their
mettle. The rules were too soft in the past. Like
Senator Tuffy, I was a practitioner of the law and
on the basis of my career as a barrister I would
say the system was slanted towards the plaintiff.

Senator Tuffy stated some of the procedures
are over-prescriptive and that a vaguer language
might suffice. One of the problems with our
personal injuries legislation is that, if one looked
at the rules of our superior courts, one would say
there is no problem at all. It is how the rules are
carried out in practice that makes the difference.
We must get real about the significant cost to the
economy of what has been referred to as the
compensation culture. When commencing
litigation, people should not be setting out to win
the national lottery but trying to obtain fair
compensation for their injuries. Compensation
must be measured and conservative. We cannot
all be Santa Claus and the legal profession should
not nurture a compensation culture as if there
were no cost involved. Everybody bears the cost.
If Ireland’s compensation rates are high and our
insurance premia are high, and if that has a
significant economic effect, mobile economic
activity will go to Latvia, Lithuania, and the
Czech Republic, where broken arms will attract
fractions of the compensation we would hand out
and consider to be fair. I am not asking that we
dismantle our system and make it comparable to
the continental one, which is in many cases
seriously unfair, but that we must moderate the
cost of insurance in the Irish economy generally.

On verifying affidavits, section 13(2), in its
present form, states: “Where the defendant or a
third party in a personal injuries action serves on
another party to the action any pleading
containing assertions or allegations, the
defendant or third party, as the case may be, shall
swear an affidavit verifying those assertions or
allegations.” However, the problem is that the
defendant’s position is not the same as a
plaintiff’s and I remind Senator Tuffy that the
plaintiff undertakes the onus of proof. If he or
she leaves the court without having tipped the
balance in his or her favour, the defendant wins.
This is a part of our system. The plaintiff, in
starting proceedings, imposes upon the defendant
all kinds of responsibilities as a defendant in the
case. Therefore, every plaintiff’s case should be
verified on affidavit and the defendant should not
be asked to swear an affidavit unless he or she is
asserting some special fact upon which the
defendant proposes to rely. In other words, if the
defendant proposes to say, by way of defence,
that the plaintiff was drunk, he or she cannot
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simply assert it but must state that he or she
believes it to be true. One cannot just theorise on
the case.

The purpose of this legislation is to ensure that
bona fide claimants for compensation will be
compensated but that those who are inclined to
exaggerate their claims or bring entirely false
claims will hesitate hugely before doing so.
Doubtless, such cases will brought. There is an
example in today’s newspaper of a grossly
exaggerated claim being made and flung out by
the courts only yesterday. I do not believe this
legislation will stop this from happening again,
but it will bring home to plaintiffs that they are
playing a very serious game of poker if they
believe they can bluff their way towards
undeserved compensation and that the
consequences of losing in this game will be much
more serious than they have been in the past.

One good point about this legislation is that it
requires any lawyer or solicitor acting for a
plaintiff to draw to the plaintiff’s attention the
provisions of this Act. The plaintiff will have to
swear in the affidavit of verification that he or
she has been warned of the consequences of the
provisions of the Act. A conversation will have
to take place in the solicitor’s office at some stage
before litigation begins in which the solicitor will
have to say to the plaintiff that if he, the plaintiff,
brings any part of his claim in bad faith or
exaggerates, he will commit a serious criminal
offence, and that if part of his claim is genuine
and he is thinking of gilding the lily in respect of
another part, the costs of both parts will be
awarded against him. Conscientious solicitors
may already do something similar but now they
must do it. That will detract seriously from the
culture of shaking the tree to see will anything
fall from it or taking a chance on finding a a naive
claims manager who will throw out a few
thousand euro just to get rid of the case. There
will be a totally different attitude as a result of
this legislation.

I agree with Senator Mansergh’s proposition
that courthouses be opened to the public. We
open Government Buildings and the Cabinet
rooms on Saturdays to members of the public so
that those who are interested can see how those
places, which are normally off-limits, look. I
intend bringing this point to the attention of the
Irish Courts Service because there are many
amazing courthouses which members of the
public would like to see. They are welcome to
visit while cases are at hearing but some might
also like to hear about their features on a guided
tour. Sligo courthouse is a beautiful Victorian
building which deserves a visit.

The Irish Courts Service is doing a wonderful
job restoring a rich legacy of courthouses across
the country. It is also closing several small court
venues so that the facilities described here can be
made available, especially in family law cases.
This will provide places in which clients and
witnesses can talk to their lawyers in privacy and

not in a large hall where they are stared at by
others. I urge Senators to visit some of the
magnificent restoration projects under way. They
make me proud when as Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law Reform I am asked to open
them or to inaugurate the restoration process. It
would warm the cockles of one’s heart to see the
great achievement of turning around a legacy of
several decades of neglect of some of the most
magnificent public buildings in the country.

I thank the Members of this House for their
thoughtful response to this Bill and look forward
to Committee Stage when the individual sections
will be discussed in detail. I reiterate that I am
open to any constructive and reasonable
amendment to the legislation because I do not
claim to have a monopoly of wisdom or truth and
we want the best possible legislation to deal with
a very serious problem.

Question put and agreed to.

Committee Stage ordered for Tuesday,
23 March 2004.

An Leas-Chathaoirleach: When is it proposed
to sit again?

Mr. Moylan: At 2.30 p.m. on Tuesday,
23 March 2004.

Adjournment Matter.

————

Human Rights Issues.

Ms Terry: I thank the Minister for staying in
the House to take this matter. I ask that the
Minister for Foreign Affairs initiate or support
a resolution regarding China’s ongoing appalling
human rights record in Tibet at the UN Human
Rights Commission in Geneva. I am not sure
whether another country will bring forward a
resolution but it would be even better if the
Minister for Foreign Affairs could initiate a
resolution. Despite the release of several
prisoners of conscience before the end of their
sentence during 2002, and signs of tentative
dialogue between the Chinese authorities and the
Tibetan Government in exile, repression of
political dissent and religious freedom has
continued in recent months in the Tibet
Autonomous Region and in some Tibetan
autonomous provinces. Since the beginning of
2003 several people have reportedly been
detained and imprisoned after unfair trials, for
peacefully expressing their political and religious
views. In most cases, the Chinese Government
does not reveal the charges against those
arrested, their whereabouts, legal status, or their
health conditions.

Many of us are aware of the ongoing atrocities
in Tibet, some of which are appalling. This is why
I tabled this matter on the Adjournment. More
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than 1 million Tibetans have died under the
Chinese occupation as a result of torture,
starvation, and execution. Tibetans are routinely
imprisoned and tortured for peacefully expressing
their views. Credible reports of mistreatment and
torture of detainees and political prisoners in
Tibet are widespread, including beatings, shock
with electric batons, deprivation of sleep or food,
exposure to cold and other brutalities. Human
rights and humanitarian organisations are denied
access to prisons and detention centres in Tibet.
More than 6,000 monasteries and their contents,
irreplaceable jewels of Tibetan culture, have been
destroyed. Freedom of religion is severely
curtailed. Nuns are brutally raped in prisons.
China is encouraging the large-scale settlement of
non-Tibetans into Tibet, which is overwhelming
the Tibetan population in many areas. Over the
past year unrest has spread from the urban areas
into the countryside.

Today the situation in Tibet is increasingly
tense. The influx of Chinese increases and
peaceful demonstrations in Lhasa and elsewhere
take place despite the strong and often violent
reaction of Chinese security forces. Exiled
Tibetans have only limited access to their
country. Meanwhile, China has just opened Tibet
to individual and group tourism, and to wider
economic development. In recent years, and
especially since the Dalai Lama was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1989, the concern shown by
the governments in Europe and in the United
States, in particular, has grown considerably and I
welcome that. Several parliamentary bodies have
passed resolutions condemning human rights
violations in Tibet and calling for peaceful
resolution of the conflict in accordance with the
Dalai Lama’s plan.

This is the most critical time for the Tibetan
people. Tibetans urge the world to support the
Dalai Lama’s proposal and put pressure on the
Chinese Government to begin negotiations with
the Tibetan Government in exile, the true
representative of the Tibetan people. Many
people in this House are concerned with this
matter. It has often been raised on the Order of
Business. Members of my family have visited
Tibet and have been extremely concerned by
what they have seen and have encouraged me to
table this motion. I hope that the Minister for
Foreign Affairs will be able to initiate a
resolution and if not that he will support one put
forward by another country. I would like to see
Ireland expressing concern in a wider sphere on
this very serious issue.

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
(Mr. M. McDowell): I am here on behalf of the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Deputy Cowen.
Ireland has a firm position on the protection and
promotion of human rights. Together with our
EU partners, we are convinced that the
promotion and protection of fundamental
freedoms for all is essential in order to build a
safer and more equitable world. Today, perhaps

more than any other time in history, it is accepted
that peace, security and stability on the one hand,
and respect for human rights, fundamental
freedoms, democracy and the rule of law on the
other, are but two sides of the same coin. It is
against this background of a strong commitment
to human rights and fundamental freedoms that
the Irish Presidency will face the challenging, yet
hopefully rewarding, task of co-ordinating and
presenting the position of the European Union
across the entire remit of human rights issues to
be discussed and debated at the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights, which is to begin
in Geneva on 15 March.

The European Union will seek to have the
Commission take action on the most serious and
persistent violations of human rights in specific
countries. It is imperative that the path the EU
chooses is the most effective manner of
addressing concerns that we may have with
regard to a particular country or issue. We will
work with those who are trying to improve the
human rights standards in their countries by
helping them build stronger protection systems.
Where there are concerns, the EU will seek to
steer countries towards effective ways of
improving their human rights on the ground. Our
preference is not to condemn but to work in the
spirit of constructive co-operation rather than
confrontation. However, we will condemn when
co-operation is not forthcoming.

In spite of some positive developments in the
course of last year, the human rights situation in
China remains a cause of concern for the
European Union. We are encouraged by the
increased engagement of China with the
international community and certain progress in
the establishment of the rule of law and the
development of the legal system. In particular we
note the proposed changes to China’s
constitution, to incorporate express recognition
of the human rights of its citizens, and the
proposed changes to the system of re-education
through labour, which we hope will lead to
increased judicial involvement, and a
corresponding increase in the due process
afforded to accused persons.

The EU also notes China’s positive
demonstration of a willingness to enhance its co-
operation with the UN human rights mechanisms.
In this connection, the EU welcomes the recent
visit and report of the UN special rapporteur on
education, and the agreement of dates for visits
by other UN special rapporteurs, notably the
special rapporteurs on torture and freedom of
religion, and also that of the chair of the Working
Group on Arbitrary Detention. The EU urges
China to facilitate, on the agreed dates and
without further delay or pre-conditions, the visits
of these important UN representatives. The EU
and China are to hold a joint seminar in Beijing
in June to assist the Chinese authorities to
introduce the reforms necessary to enable China
to ratify the International Covenant of Civil and
Political rights.
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However, in spite of this welcome progress in

the field of human rights, there are areas in which
further progress by the Chinese authorities is
much needed, most notably the protections of the
fundamental freedoms of expression, association,
religion and belief. More specifically, the EU
continues to have concerns regarding reports of
the deprivation of religious and cultural rights in
Tibet. We remain particularly concerned at the
treatment of Buddhist priests and political
prisoners in Tibet, and we continue to call on the
Chinese authorities to respect fully the rights of
the Tibetan people.

We continue to monitor the situation in Tibet.
We have concerns about human rights standards
in Tibet and we will continue to raise issues of
concern both bilaterally and in the framework of
the EU China Human Rights Dialogue, a formal
framework established in 1996. The most recent
session of the Human Rights Dialogue was held
in Dublin on 26 and 27 February and I
understand there was positive engagement
between both sides. The visit by the Chinese
human rights delegation also included a fact-
finding trip to the Dóchas Women’s Centre in
Mountjoy and St. Patrick’s Institution, so that we
could share with them our own best practice in
the treatment and rehabilitation of offenders.
Through the Human Rights Dialogue, the EU
will continue to discuss with China human rights
issues of concern, including individual cases, the
use of the death penalty, conditions of detention
and the situation in Tibet.

I believe the policy of dialogue is working.
While serious human rights abuses continue, the
Chinese authorities are becoming more open in
their readiness to discuss human rights issues.
They are now prepared to concede that they have
much to do to improve the human rights of their
people. It is significant that they now recognise
their responsibilities and are attempting to move
in the right direction. In this regard, I am also
encouraged by China’s first ever policy paper on
the EU, published on 13 October 2003, which
includes a commitment to continue dialogue,
exchange and co-operation with the EU in the
area of human rights. More specifically, it calls on
EU representatives to visit Tibet and welcomes
EU support for the economic, cultural,
educational and social development of Tibet.

More generally with regard to Tibet, as the
House is aware Ireland pursues a one China
policy. We regard Tibet as an integral part of
China. We nevertheless continue to urge the
Chinese authorities to make greater efforts to
preserve and protect the social, cultural and

linguistic identity of the Tibetan people, which
are a treasure not only for China but for the
whole of mankind. If it is supposed to be an
autonomous region it should be treated as an
autonomous region. The Government believes
the most effective way of dealing with the
situation in Tibet is through dialogue with the
Chinese Government. Previous policies of
condemnation and confrontation have not proven
successful. The Government fully supports the
process of genuine dialogue between the
Government in Beijing and the Dalai Lama, to
whom Senator Terry made reference, as the most
effective way of achieving progress. At the most
recent session of the Human Rights Dialogue, the
Chinese representative informed the EU that the
Chinese authorities were open to a further
meeting with the representatives of the Dalai
Lama.

I note that the Dalai Lama in a statement
issued yesterday expressed the hope that this year
may see a significant breakthrough in relations
with the Chinese Government, and I welcome the
information that he has instructed his envoys to
continue the process of dialogue with Beijing at
an early date. Given the positive intentions
expressed by both sides, the Government would
support early dialogue so that the process
towards resolving the issue of Tibet can be
advanced.

No decision has been taken as to whether the
EU would support a resolution on China at the
forthcoming Commission on Human Rights. At
the General Affairs and External Relations
Council later this month, EU Foreign Ministers
are likely to further consider the general
approach to be taken by the Union at this year’s
meeting in Geneva, including how the question
of human rights in China, including those of the
Tibetan people, would be best addressed. These
discussions will be informed by a number of
factors, including an evaluation of the Human
Rights Dialogue generally and the outcome of the
most recent Dublin session.

While we remain committed to the Human
Rights Dialogue with China, we have also
emphasised that the dialogue is acceptable as the
main framework for taking action on human
rights only as long as it produces positive results.
Through continued dialogue and engagement we
will share the experience and expertise of the EU
to encourage and assist the Chinese authorities as
they work towards accepting international human
rights norms and guaranteeing and protecting the
human rights of all for whom they have
responsibility, including the people of Tibet.

The Seanad adjourned at 2.50 p.m. until
2.30 p.m. on Tuesday, 23 March 2004.


